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Abstract 

Software Product Line (SPL) evolution affects a variety of artifact types, each containing their 

artifact-specific information as well as variability information. While the former information 

type defines the basic content of an artifact, like the general program definition in code artifacts, 

the latter supports the customization of these artifacts for different products of the SPL. Existing 

work that aims at characterizing the state and evolution of a product line identifies general SPL 

evolution scenarios or evaluates the (co-)evolution of variability information in different types 

of artifacts. However, these results are typically based on a feature perspective, which abstracts 

from the SPL evolution at large. We argue that an artifact-based analysis of product line 

evolution will complement existing work by analyzing the intensity of changes to different 

artifact and information types. In this report, we therefore present an approach for and the 

results of the extraction and analysis of changes introduced to artifact-specific and variability 

information in code, build and variability model artifacts. This approach has been developed for 

and applied to the Linux kernel. In order to broaden our analysis, we also apply the approach to 

the Coreboot firmware. The results reveal the intensity of changes over the evolution history of 

both SPLs. Further, we compare the intensity of changes across both SPLs with respect to the 

size of the changes as well as over time. 
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1 Introduction 

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) is a technique to create, manage, and maintain 

software families [SA13]. The core idea of a software family and the SPLE technique is to 

develop software as a set of related products. These products share a common infrastructure 

(commonalities), but vary with respect to their individual capabilities (variabilities). In order to 

enable variability, SPLE aims at the development of generic artifacts that can be reused in 

different products of a software family. These generalized artifacts thus provide configuration 

options that allow the adaptation of their capabilities for a specific product. For example, in C-

code the program definition is typically augmented by pre-processor statements, which control 

the availability of certain parts of the program’s capabilities [HZS+16]. The configuration 

options further enable the inclusion or exclusion of entire capabilities, e.g., by controlling the 

execution of certain build rules in a Makefile [NH14]. Besides these generic artifacts of a 

Software Product Line (SPL), typically a SPL-specific type of artifacts exists: the variability 

model [SA13]. A variability model is an abstract representation of the configuration options in 

the generic artifacts and their relations. In this way a variability model provides support for 

understanding the diversity of available products and efficient product derivation [SRG11]. 

Independent of the types of artifacts constituting a SPL, a more general perspective on the 

actual information defined by these artifacts reveals the following main information types: 

 Artifact-specific information defines the core content of an artifact as in traditional 

software development. For example, this information is the program definition in code 

artifacts or the build process definition in build artifacts. 

 Variability information enriches the artifact-specific information with configuration 

knowledge enabling the (automatic) adaptation of artifacts for a specific product. This 

includes information like the definition of configuration options and their relations in 

the variability model or pre-processor statements in C-code using these options to 

restrict the availability of certain parts of the program definition for a subset of the 

related products. 

The evolution of SPLs thus affects not only a variety of artifact types and every artifact-specific 

information, but also variability information potentially available in each artifact type. While 

the evolution of artifact-specific information is already subject to analyses in research on 

traditional software systems like in [NXC13], a particular focus of research in the area of SPLs 

is on understanding the evolution of variability information. The results range from general SPL 

evolution scenarios [NBA+15, SBT16] to the independent evolution of variability information 

in specific types of artifacts [DDP17, LSB+10] or their co-evolution [HSB+14, DDP16, 

PTD+16]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is so far no research on how artifact-

specific and variability information in different types of artifacts co-evolve in real-world, 

mature SPLs over time. In particular, the intensity of changes to the different types of 

information and artifacts is unknown. The intensity in this context describes the impact the 

changes have on artifact-specific and variability information in code, build, and variability 

model artifacts. We argue that such information contributes to the understanding of SPL 

evolution at large and provides a basis for future work on supporting SPL evolution. In this 

report, we therefore answer the following research questions: 

RQ1: What is the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts? 

RQ2: Is the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in different 

types of artifacts the same for different systems? 

RQ3: Does the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts change with the size of a change? 

RQ4: Does the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts change over time? 
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In order to answer these questions, we perform an analysis of the evolution of two real-world 

open-source SPLs: the Linux kernel [Lin17] and the Coreboot firmware platform [Cor17]. This 

analysis investigates the commit histories of the corresponding software repositories over more 

than 12 years of active development of the Linux kernel and 7 years of the Coreboot firmware. 

In these intervals, both SPLs and the corresponding software repositories rely on the same 

techniques enabling a common approach for the analysis and, thus, defining the focus of this 

report: the repositories use the git version control system [Git17b] and host C-source code 

artifacts for program definitions, Makefiles and Kbuild files (build artifacts) defining the build 

process [Lin16] as well as Kconfig files (variability model artifacts), which at large constitute 

the variability model [Kco16]. 

 

The core idea of our approach is illustrated in Figure 1. This approach performs a commit 

extraction and a commit analysis for each SPL software repository. While extracting and 

analyzing commits of open source repositories is also performed by other authors, like in 

[PGT+13, PTD+16, NBA+15, SBT16, DDP16, DDP17], our main interest differs as we aim at 

detecting the number of changed lines containing artifact-specific and variability information in 

code, build, and variability model artifacts. The extracted commits are saved in individual files, 

which contain the complete information of the changes introduced by the respective commit. 

These files are input to the commit analysis, which differentiates between changes to lines that 

contain artifact-specific information and changes to lines containing variability information for 

each of the three artifact types in the focus of this report. The result of the commit analysis is an 

evolution data set for each of the SPLs containing commit-wise numbers on the changed artifact 

types. For each artifact type and commit, the analysis provides the numbers on changed lines 

containing artifact-specific and variability information. These numbers serve as inputs to 

statistical evaluations and the creation of graphical representations, which ease the 

understanding of how the different types of artifacts and information evolve over time. 

Based on the analysis approach illustrated in Figure 1, we make the following contributions: 

 We describe an approach for the automated extraction and analysis of commit 

information from software repositories; the corresponding tools are applicable to further 

repositories and SPLs using the same techniques and technologies as in the focus of this 

report. 

 We reveal the evolution of artifact-specific and variability information in code, build, 

and variability model artifacts over more than 12 years of development in the Linux 

kernel and 7 years of development in the Coreboot firmware. 

 We analyze and discuss the evolution data along our research questions to support the 

understanding of how artifact-specific and variability information in different types of 

artifacts evolve in mature, real-world SPLs. 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the necessary 

background for and the methodology of our analysis approach described in Section 3. This 

includes a brief overview on the git version control system and the commands used to extract 

the evolution data from the SPL repositories. Further, we provide an example of artifact-specific 

and variability information in code, build, and variability model artifacts from the Linux kernel 

as a basis for presenting a set of basic evolution properties of both SPLs and defining the scope 

SPL Software

Repository

Commit Extraction Commit Analysis

Extracted Commits Evolution Data Set

Commits

C
h

an
ge

d
 L

in
es

Date Commit CMF CML […]

2016/11/17 1cf5b87 0 0 […]

2016/11/17 e34e178 1 8 […]

2016/11/17 c70cc4d 0 0 […]

[…] […] […] […] […]

 

Figure 1: Analysis approach 
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of the analysis. This background supports the understanding of the individual steps as well as 

the technical realization of the automated extraction and analysis process described in Section 3. 

Section 4 presents the results of the evolution analysis of the Linux kernel and Coreboot 

firmware. Based in these individual evaluations, Section 5 discusses the results in general and in 

accordance to our research questions defined above. Further, we discuss threats to validity in 

Section 6, related work in Section 7 and provide our conclusions in Section 8. 
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2 Background and Methodology 

In this section, we introduce the two SPLs and the related software repositories subject to the 

analysis on the evolution of artifact-specific and variability information in different types of 

artifacts. As we retrieve the evolution data from the changes introduced by the commits of the 

SPL’s software repositories, Section 2.1 provides a brief description of the git version control 

system (the background) as well as the necessary git commands and how we used them to 

extract the commits (the methodology). Section 2.2 presents as the background a real-world 

example of the variability realization in the Linux kernel and a set of basic evolution properties 

of both SPLs. Further, Section 2.2 introduces a mapping of artifact types to file types and their 

contents necessary for our methodology to identify and analyze the evolution data. Both 

sections provide the foundation for our approach to commit extraction and analysis described in 

Section 3. 

2.1 Version Control System 

The software repositories of the Linux kernel and the Coreboot firmware rely on the git version 

control system [Git17b]. This system allows tracking the evolution of the individual artifacts in 

terms of the available commits and the changes introduced by them. In this section, we discuss 

the necessary commands and the returned data provided by git for the technical realization of 

our analysis approach described in Section 3. In particular, we first describe the core idea of git 

to understand the need of a local copy of the SPL repositories. Further, we introduce and 

describe basic git commands required for the commit extraction. 

Background. A central idea of the git version control system is the support for distributed 

development realized by the concept of remote and local repositories [CS14]. A server typically 

hosts the remote repository from where local copies of that repository can be obtained. These 

local copies receive almost all data from the remote repository including the entire set of 

artifacts as well as their full version histories. Developers introduce their changes first to these 

local copies in terms of local commits. In order to publish these local commits, developers 

explicitly have to push these commits to the remote repository. This typically triggers a review 

of the changes by a person in charge of the part of the software affected by the changes 

[ZRL16]. This person decides whether to accept or reject the pushed commit. Thus, only 

accepted commits can in turn be pulled from the remote repository to the local repositories. 

Methodology. The first step towards extracting the changes to the SPL artifacts is therefore the 

creation of a local repository based on the remote one. Table 1 shows the git clone command 

for this concern along with two additional parameters: the URL of the respective remote git 

repository followed by a target directory to which the local copy will be downloaded. Please 

note that in Table 1 the Linux kernel repository URL is split into two lines after “kernel” due to 

the length of the entire URL. 

 

Concern Command and Options 

Creation of a 

local repository 

Linux kernel repository: 

git clone https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/ 

        git/torvalds/linux.git /data/src/linux-repository 

 

Coreboot firmware repository: 

git clone https://review.coreboot.org/coreboot.git 

        /data/src/coreboot-repository 

Detection of 

available commits 
git log --oneline 

Extraction of 

commit dates 
git show -s --format=%ci [commitSHA] 

Extraction of 

changes by commit 
git show -U100000 [commitSHA] 

Table 1: git commands for commit extraction 
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Having a local repository in place, the next step is the detection of available commits using the 

git log command, which shows the full commit logs. The parameter --oneline reduces this data 

for each commit to a partial but unambiguous prefix of the commit object name followed by a 

whitespace and the commit title [Git17a]. A git commit object name uses an extended SHA-1 

syntax [Git17a], SHA for short hereafter. In a Unix shell the provided list can be piped and cut 

such that only the desired commit SHAs are returned, e.g. using cut -d' ' -f1. This list of SHAs 

represents the set of available commits. 

Besides the actual changes introduced by the commits, the date of each commit is required to 

preserve the historical correct order of changes during the analysis. However, git differentiates 

between two dates of a commit: the author date and the committer date [CS14]. This is due to 

the distributed development support described above: the date of creating a commit in the local 

repository (author date) may be different from the date the commit is accepted and actually part 

of the remote history (committer date). We use the committer date in this report as it defines the 

point in time the changes actually become part of the official main SPL repository. Table 1 

shows the git show command for the extraction of commit dates. The -s option excludes the 

changes introduced by the respective commit (defined by commitSHA) from being displayed, 

while --format=%ci defines the actual format of the output by reducing the information to the 

committer date in ISO 8601-like format [Git17a]. 

The git show command [Git17a] also performs the extraction of changes by commit. The 

command typically shows these changes in a rather compact format by providing a context of 

three additional lines before and after each added or deleted line in a specific artifact. However, 

in order to clearly differentiate between artifact-specific and variability information changes, in 

some situations such a context is too small. Thus, we enlarge this context by the -U100000 

option to 100.000 lines of context as we assume no artifact to have more lines. This guarantees 

the availability of the full content of all artifacts including the changes introduced by each 

commit (defined by commitSHA). 

The commands summarized in Table 1 are the basis for the commit extraction revealing the 

changes to the SPL artifacts over time. In turn, this extracted data is input to the commit 

analysis. We discuss both, the commit extraction and the commit analysis in detail in Section 3. 

2.2 Case Studies 

The SPLs subject to our analysis do not only use the same version control system as described 

in Section 2.1, but also share the same techniques and technologies for realizing generic 

artifacts and variabilities. In order to understand this realization and to introduce the relevant 

files, we discuss an example from the Linux kernel in Section 2.2.1 as general background. 

Based on this general understanding, we introduce basic evolution properties of the SPLs in 

Section 2.2.2, like the number of available commits and files. Further, we provide a mapping of 

artifact types to file types and their contents as a prerequisite for the analysis approach in 

Section 3. 

2.2.1 Background: An Illustrative Example 

The Linux kernel as well as the recent Coreboot firmware employ Kbuild [PGT+13] to realize 

variability. While Kbuild was initially designed as the Linux kernel build system, other highly-

configurable open source projects, like Coreboot, adopted this system over time. Figure 2 shows 

a real-world example of generic artifacts and a variability model from the Linux kernel1. The 

example includes two types of generic artifacts: source code artifacts in the upper part of Figure 

2 and build artifacts in the lower part. The middle part illustrates (a part of) the variability 

model. 

                                                      
1
 Linux kernel version 4.8-rc1: https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/ 

?id=29b4817  

https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/?id=29b4817
https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/linux/kernel/git/torvalds/linux.git/commit/?id=29b4817
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The two source code files in Figure 2 realize capabilities for performance events for the x86-

architecture of the Linux kernel. The core content of these files consists of C-code, while the 

preprocessor statements realize variability in this example2 [HZS+16]. These statements in both 

files (lines 780, 782, and 784 in perf_event.h and lines 2447, 2457, and 2461 in core.c) 

reference a symbol, which is not defined as part of the core content. This is indicated by the 

prefix CONFIG_, which differentiates general source code symbols from configuration options 

defined in the variability model. The Kconfig file in Figure 2 shows this definition for the x86-

architecture using the Kconfig language [Kco16]. In the Linux kernel multiple Kconfig-files 

exist, that at large represent the variability model. In such a file, the keyword config (lines 9 and 

1811) indicates the definition of a configuration option followed by its name: X86_32 and 

KEXEC_FILE. The X86_32 option is a Boolean option with a default value of true (line 10) and 

requires the configuration option 64BIT to be disabled (line 11). Thus, if a 32 bit kernel for a 

x86-architecture is configured, the X86_32 option has to be selected, which leads to the 

presence of the code in the #ifdef-blocks of the source code files (line 781 in perf_event.h and 

lines 2448 to 2456 in core.c). The deselection of X86_32 in turn leads to the presence of the 

code in the #else-blocks (line 783 and lines 2458 to 2460). 

                                                      
2
 While most of the variabilities are realized by preprocessor statements referencing configuration 

options, some of these references are also used in runtime code, like in value assignments or as part of 

conditions and loops. 

./arch/x86/events/perf_event.h

[…]
780
781
782
783
784
[…]

#ifdef CONFIG_X86_32
return ip > PAGE_OFFSET;

#else
return (long)ip < 0;

#endif

./arch/x86/events/core.c

[…]
2447
[…]
2452
2453
2454
2455
2456
2457
2458
2459
2460
2461
[…]

#ifdef CONFIG_X86_32

if (regs->flags & X86_VM_MASK)
return 0x10 * regs->cs;

if (user_mode(regs) && regs->cs != __USER_CS)
return get_segment_base(regs->cs);

#else
if (user_mode(regs) && !user_64bit_mode(regs) &&

regs->cs != __USER32_CS)
return get_segment_base(regs->cs);

#endif

./arch/x86/Kconfig

[…]
9
10
11
[…]
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
[…]

config X86_32
def_bool y
depends on !64BIT

config KEXEC_FILE
bool “kexec file based system call“
select KEXEC_CORE
select BUILD_BIN2C
depends on X86_64
depends on CRYPTO=y
depends on CRYPTO_SHA256=y
---help---

This is new version of [...]

./arch/x86/Kbuild

[…]
24 obj-$(CONFIG_KEXEC_FILE) += purgatory/

./arch/x86/Makefile

[…]
194
195
196
[…]

ifeq ($(CONFIG_KEXEC_FILE),y)
$(Q)$(MAKE) $(build)=arch/x86/purgatory arch/x86/purgatory/kexec-purgatory.c

endif

S
o

u
r
c
e
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o
d

e
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r
ti

fa
c
ts

V
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r
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b
il

it
y

 M
o
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Legend

Illustrates a reference to
a configuration option
enabling variability

 

Figure 2: Linux kernel example of generic artifacts and a variability model 
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The KEXEC_FILE option in the Kconfig file is also a Boolean option, which does not have a 

default value but a short description (line 1812) as well as a full help text (lines 1818ff). Further, 

this option is related to a set of other configuration option (lines 1813 to 1817). The selection or 

deselection of the KEXEC_FILE option leads to an adaptation of the build process as it is 

referenced in the two build files (indicated by the prefix CONFIG_ as in the source code files). 

The core content of these files consists of GNU Make commands [Lin16]. In the Makefile the 

reference to the configuration option is part of a condition, which restricts the presence of the 

enclosing command (line 195). Thus, the selection of the KEXEC_FILE option leads to the 

execution of this command, while the deselection forces this command to be ignored. The 

Kbuild file illustrates a different way to adapt the build process: the KEXEC_FILE option is 

used to modify the name of the variable obj-. The selection of this configuration option changes 

the name of the variable to obj-y. As a consequence, all files in the directory purgatory are 

compiled and linked during the build process. The deselection of the KEXEC_FILE option in 

turn leads to an exclusion of these files from the final product. 

2.2.2 Basic Properties 

The research questions and the contributions defined in Section 1 require the availability of 

evolution information over a significant time span and a precise definition of which parts of this 

information has to be considered. We therefore selected the Linux kernel and the Coreboot 

firmware as subjects to our analysis. Both are open-source SPLs with more than 12, respectively 

7 years of development allowing the analysis of their individual evolution in terms of the 

changes documented by the version control system of their repositories. Further, both SPLs rely 

on the same techniques and technologies as exemplified by an excerpt of the Linux kernel 

artifacts in Section 2.2.1. This enables a common definition of which files to analyze and how to 

analyze them. 

Background. Table 2 summarizes basic properties of the Coreboot firmware and the Linux 

kernel. At the time of writing this report
3
, the Coreboot repository provides 20.431 commits 

created from 2003 to 2017. As git was initially published in 2005 [CS14], the commits from 

2003 to 2005 are ported from a previously used SVN repository. Due to the focus on Kbuild- 

and Kconfig-based SPLs as described in Section 2.2.1, we only include a subset of these 

commits in our analysis. The Coreboot firmware initially used different techniques for realizing 

variability and introduced Kbuild and Kconfig first in 2008. The last artifacts belonging to the 

old variability realization techniques, however, were deleted in 2010. Hence, our analysis starts 

with the Initial Commit (IC) in March 2010 covering 16.263 commits in total. With this commit 

a total number of 3.695 files are available, of which about 68% are source code files and about 

8% are build files and variability model files respectively. These numbers increase over time to 

16.129 files with the Latest Commit (LC). From this recent set of files about 70% are source 

code files, while around 7% are variability model files, and build files make up around 4%. The 

remaining files are git-specific files, text files, scripts, etc., which are out of scope. 

                                                      
3
 Both repositories were last updated on the 17th of March, 2017. 

Property Coreboot Firmware Linux Kernel 

Number of commits 16.263 (20.431) 662.110 

Initial Commit (IC) SHA and date 75bf053 (2010/03/01) 1da177 (2005/04/16) 

Latest Commit (LC) SHA and date 7504268 (2017/03/17) d528ae0 (2017/03/16) 

Number of all files 
@IC 3.695 17.313 

@LC 16.129 57.985 

Number of source code 

files (.c/.h/.S) 

@IC 2.509 15.022 

@LC 11.307 44.421 

Number of build files 

(Makefile/Kbuild) 

@IC 283 799 

@LC 706 2.554 

Number of variability 

model files (Kconfig) 

@IC 295 283 

@LC 1.080 1.382 

Table 2: Basic properties of analyzed SPLs 
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The Linux kernel repository provides a significantly higher number of commits. Further, the 

Initial Commit (IC) of the 662.110 available commits already introduced 17.313 files. This is 

due to the fact that the Linux kernel was already under development before git was available. 

Later, the kernel version 2.6.12-rc2 was committed as the basis for further development in the 

newly created git repository4. Currently, the repository hosts 57.985 files with the Latest 

Commit (LC). The ratios of files in the scope of this report therefore vary between IC and LC 

from around 87% to 77% for source code files, 5% to 4% for build files, and around 2% (IC and 

LC) for variability model files. Similar to Coreboot, the remaining 6% to 17% of files in the 

Linux kernel repository are git-specific files, text files, scripts, etc. and, thus, out of scope of 

this analysis. 

Methodology. As the available information in the repositories is sufficient to provide stable 

evidence on the evolution of SPLs, we further need to define which parts of this information 

need to be analyzed. Thus, Table 3 details the types of artifacts we focus on in this report. The 

*.c*-, *.h*-, and *.S*-files define the source code artifacts realizing the general capabilities of 

the SPLs. While *.c*- and *.h*-files contain C-code, *.S*-files contain assembly code used, e.g. 

at the beginning of the boot process where no compiled *.c*- and *.h*-files can be run. 

Typically, the extensions of the source code files match exactly one of the extensions in Table 

3, but in some cases they are extended by additional postfixes like Config.h-deb. 

 

The Makefile*- and Kbuild*-files represent the build artifacts defining the build process. Similar 

to the source code files, most of the build file names match exactly one of the two names in 

Table 3, but may be extended by additional postfixes like Makefile.boot or Kbuild.asm. As 

described in [Lin16], while both file types contain GNU Make commands, the difference 

between those files is that Kbuild*-files have a higher priority. Thus, in presence of a Makefile*-

file and a Kbuild*-file for the same part of a SPL, the Kbuild*-file will be processed. References 

to CONFIG_*-symbols realize the variability information in all of these files (source code and 

build) as described in Section 2.2.1. 

The variability model is defined as a set of Kconfig*-files using the Kconfig-language [Kco16]. 

Each of these files contains the configuration options, their relations, and constraints for a 

specific part of the SPL. In the Linux kernel, for example, a top-level Kconfig*-file defines a 

configuration option for selecting the intended architecture the kernel variant is configured for. 

Based on the selected architecture, the Kconfig*-file for this architecture is included, revealing 

its individual configuration options. Similar to Makefile*- and Kbuild*-files, Kconfig*-files may 

have additional postfixes like Kconfig.cpu or Kconfig.kgdb. In contrast to the source code and 

build artifacts, the clear differentiation between artifact-specific and variability information is 

not possible as the artifact-specific information is variability information for these artifacts. We 

only exclude help texts for the individual configuration options from being variability 

information. This is because these texts only describe the purpose and usage of the 

configuration option but do not affect the actual variability. 

                                                      
4
 As documented by the commit message of the initial commit 1da177 in the Linux kernel repository. 

However, we will exclude this commit from our analysis results in Section 4 as it does not represent a 

typical (evolutionary) commit but provides the baseline for further development. 

Artifact Type File Artifact-specific Information Variability Information 

Source code 

*.c* 
C-code 

References to 

CONFIG_*-symbols 

*.h* 

*.S* Assembly code 

Build 
Makefile* 

GNU Make 
Kbuild* 

Variability 

model 
Kconfig* Kconfig-language 

Kconfig-language 

(no help) 

Table 3: Mapping of artifact type to file types and contents 
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The analysis approach extracts and investigates the changes introduced by each of the commits 

(cf. Table 2) towards changes to the files of a specific artifact type as presented in Table 3. For 

each file of a specific artifact type, the approach differentiates between changes to lines that 

contain artifact-specific information and lines containing variability information based on the 

differentiation in Table 3. We detail the individual steps of this approach in Section 3. 
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3 Approach 

In this Section, we describe the technical realization of the analysis approach providing the 

evolution data of artifact-specific and variability information in the code, build, and variability 

model artifacts. Section 3.1 introduces the commit extraction process, which is required to 

extract the changes from the SPL repositories for the actual analysis. This process combines the 

git commands and options discussed in Section 2.1. The commit analysis process in Section 3.2 

generates the commit-wise numbers on changed lines containing artifact-specific and variability 

information as well as a summary of the average changes over all analyzed commits. These 

results further include the differentiation of identified changes with respect to the individual 

types of artifacts in the focus of this report as discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

3.1 Commit Extraction 

The commit extraction process provides the entire commit history of a git repository and, for 

each commit, the content of the changed files including the introduced changes. We 

implemented this process as a bash script as the necessary steps can be mapped to a set of git 

commands and additional bash tool calls. Further, no complex data processing is needed for this 

process, leading to a rather simple implementation. This Commit Extraction (ComEx) script 

accepts the following parameters: 

 The mandatory path to the git repository: this path has to define the top-level directory 

denoting the git repository. This requires the creation of a local copy of the repository 

as described in Section 2.1. 

 The mandatory path to the output directory: this path has to define an existing directory 

where the commit data will be stored. 

 An optional commit list file: this file contains the commits in terms of their commit 

SHA to be extracted from the repository, e.g. to enable the extraction (and further 

analysis) of a subset of the available commits. We used this parameter for excluding all 

commits before the introduction of Kbuild and Kconfig in the Coreboot firmware as 

described in Section 2.2.2. 

Based on these parameters, the commit extraction steps are executed as illustrated in Figure 3. 

The first step is to retrieve the commit numbers that represent the available commits. By default, 

the resulting list of commit numbers contains all commit SHAs available in the repository by 

executing the git log command and cutting out the SHAs from the returned data. If a commit list 

file is available, only those commit SHAs are part of that list. 

Write committer date to 

commit file

List of commit numbers
Retrieve commit 

numbers

Select next 

commit number

Create commit file

Write commit diff 

to commit file

Commit number

Commit number

Commit numberCommit file

Commit file

 [else]

 [has next commit]

 

Figure 3: Commit extraction process 
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The next step is to select the next commit number from the list of commit numbers to extract the 

changes introduced by the respective commit. The selected commit number is used as the file 

name to create the commit file, which initially is an empty text file. The commit number and the 

created commit file are required to write the committer date to the commit file and to write the 

commit diff to the commit file. In both steps the commit number is a required parameter for the 

git show command: i) for returning the committer date of a commit, which is written as the first 

line to each commit file, and ii) for writing the changes (diff) introduced by the commit after the 

committer date to the commit file. These steps are executed for each commit (number) in the list 

of commit numbers. The extraction process terminates, if all commits defined by the list of 

commit numbers are extracted. 

The result of the commit extraction process is a set of commit files named by the commit SHA 

their content belongs to. Listing 1 shows an excerpt of the commit file for commit 2572f00 of 

the Linux kernel repository. The first line contains the committer date of this commit followed 

by general commit information, like the entire commit hash, author and message. We exclude 

this information (lines 2 to 21) from Listing 1 as the analysis does not consider it and to reduce 

the listing. The diff --git keywords (lines 22 and 67) mark the beginning of the git diff header 

containing general information about a changed file as described in [Git17a]. In line 22, this is 

the Kbuild.platforms file as denoted by the two paths after the diff --git keyword. These paths 

differ in the first path element, which is a in the first path (before the change) and b in the 

second one (after the change). These paths indicate whether the content of a file was changed or 

a whole file was added or deleted (same paths for a and b), or if a file was renamed or moved 

(different paths or names for a and b). Line 23 starts with the index keyword followed by two 

dot-connected SHA-1 checksums defining the hash of the file before and after the changes. The 

last parameter in this line defines the mode (permission) of this file. Lines 24 and 25 define 

from which file (--- a/[...]) to which file (+++ b/[...]) the changes occur. The modification of 

the content of an existing file leads to the same paths for both entries. The deletion or addition 

of an entire file results in a /dev/null value for --- a/ (addition) or +++ b/ (deletion). The last 

line before the actual content of the file defines the start lines and the line counts before (-) and 

after (+) the changes introduced by a commit. In line 26, this line defines that the 

Kbuild.platforms content started at line 1 and contained 39 lines before the commit, while after 

the commit the content still starts at line 1 but contains 40 lines. 

 

1 

[...] 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

[...] 

50 

[...] 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

[...] 

555 

556 

[...] 

2016-01-24 02:53:28 +0100 

[...] 

diff --git a/arch/mips/Kbuild.platforms b/arch/mips/Kbuild.platforms 

index a96c81d..c5cd63a 100644 

--- a/arch/mips/Kbuild.platforms 

+++ b/arch/mips/Kbuild.platforms 

@@ -1,39 +1,40 @@ 

# All platforms listed in alphabetic order 

 

platforms += alchemy 

platforms += ar7 

[...] 

+platforms += pic32 

[...] 

diff --git a/arch/mips/Kconfig b/arch/mips/Kconfig 

index 71683a8..a989e76 100644 

--- a/arch/mips/Kconfig 

+++ b/arch/mips/Kconfig 

@@ -1,3033 +1,3042 @@ 

[...] 

+config MACH_PIC32 

+ bool "Microchip PIC32 Family" 

[...] 

Listing 1: Excerpt of the commit diff file content for Linux kernel commit 2572f00 
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The actual content of a file changed by a commit is listed after the last line of the git diff header, 

like in line 27 of Listing 1. As described in Section 2.1, we extend the context of the changes to 

100.000 lines to save the full content of each changed file. Thus, the first lines of the actual file 

content do not include any changes as there are no leading addition (+) or deletion (-) symbols. 

We skip most of the lines not containing any changes (e.g. lines 31 to 66 and 72 to 554) to 

reduce Listing 1. Line 50 shows a change describing the addition of platforms += pic32 to the 

Kbuild.platform file. More additions are listed in lines 555 to 556 (and following) introducing a 

new configuration option to a Kconfig file. 

The set of commit files created by the commit extraction process is input to the commit 

analysis. Based on the knowledge about the git diff header (which file was changed) and the 

mapping between files and artifact types subject to our analysis (cf. Section 2.2.2), we are able 

to clearly differentiate between changes to specific types of artifacts. In Section 3.2, we will in 

particular detail how we differentiate between artifact-specific and variability information 

changes for each of these files. 

3.2 Commit Analysis 

The commit analysis process provides the final analysis results of our approach in terms of 

commit-wise numbers on changed lines containing artifact-specific and variability information 

for code, build, and variability model artifacts. In this section, we first discuss the fundamental 

steps of the analysis process and the resulting data. Further, we detail the analysis of the 

individual types of artifacts in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.3. In these sections we discuss in particular 

how we differentiate between artifact-specific and variability information for each artifact type. 

We implemented the commit analysis process as a Java tool as the individual analysis steps 

require more complex text processing including text manipulation and backtracking. This 

Commit Analysis (ComAn) tool accepts the following parameters: 

 The mandatory path to the commit files directory: this path has to define the directory, 

which contains the commit files created by the ComEx script (cf. Section 3.1). 

 The mandatory path to the output directory: this path has to define an existing directory 

to store the final analysis results. 

 An optional commit list file: similar to the commit list file for the ComEx script, this file 

contains the commits to analyze in terms of their commit SHA. This requires the 

desired commits to be available as individual commit files in the commit files directory 

described above. 

Based on these parameters, the commit analysis steps are executed as illustrated in Figure 4. 

These steps rely on the information provided by the commit extraction process described in 

Section 3.1. The first step is to retrieve the commit files from the commit files directory. By 

default, all commit files from the given directory are part of the resulting list of commit files. If a 

commit list file is specified, each commit SHA defined in this file is used to find the 

corresponding commit file in the commit file directory by matching the commit SHA against 

the commit file names. In both cases the list of commit files contains the absolute paths to the 

available or desired commit files. 

The next step is to select the next commit file from the list of commit files for analysis. The 

selected commit file is input to create the diff list from the commit file. This step reads and splits 

the content of the selected commit file around the diff --git keyword in order to analyze each 

changed file individually. Based on the resulting list of diffs, the next step is to select the next 

diff and pass this diff to determine the file type of the changed file. As part of this step, the first 

line of the commit file including the committer date is parsed. The analysis process writes this 

date to the result file along with the final analysis results of the current commit. 
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As described in Section 3.1, the paths after the diff --git keyword specify the changed file. Due 

to the fact that both paths contain the file name as last entry, we can check the part after the last 

occurrence of a slash (“/”) for the type of file being changed. Thus, the tool matches the line 

starting with the diff --git keyword against the following regular expressions to identify one of 

the artifact types defined in Table 3 of Section 2.2.2: 

 “.*/.*\\.[hcS]((\\.|\\-|\\_|\\+|\\~).*)?” identifies code artifacts. A header line matching 

this pattern forces the commit analysis process to analyze a code file diff (cf. Section 

3.2.1). 

 “.*/(Makefile|Kbuild)((\\.|\\-|\\_|\\+|\\~).*)?” identifies build artifacts. A header line 

matching this pattern forces the commit analysis process to analyze a build file diff (cf. 

Section 3.2.2). 

Select next commit file

Create diff list from 

commit file

Retrieve commit files

List of commit files

Determine file type

Write summary to 

summary file

Write commit to 

unanalyzed file

Write analysis 

results to 

result file

Analyze model 

file diff

Analyze code 

file diff

Analyze build 

file diff

Select next diff

Commit file

List of diffs

 diff 

 [else]

 [else]

 [else]

 [is no file diff]

 [is model file] [is code file]

 [has next diff]

 [has next commit file]

 [is build file]

 

Figure 4: Commit analysis process 
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 “.*/Kconfig((\\.|\\-|\\_|\\+|\\~).*)?” identifies variability model artifacts. A header line 

matching this pattern forces the commit analysis process to analyze a model file diff (cf. 

Section 3.2.3). 

These regular expressions restrict the detailed analysis of changes to files in the focus of this 

report. Further, we exclude changes from the analysis, which can be categorized into one of the 

following Change Exclusion Case (CEC): 

CEC 1. The changes only affect the file permissions, e.g. adding, deleting, or changing the 

permission of a file, but not the actual content of that file. 

CEC 2. The diff --git keyword does not exist, which is the case, e.g. if the commit actually 

describes a merge of one or more branches. Merge commits introduce the changes 

made by commits in a specific branch into another one. As we consider all commits 

in the analysis, the commits of a particular branch are processed anyway. Hence 

analyzing these changes again as part of a merge commit would identify the same 

changes twice. 

CEC 3. We explicitly exclude some directories and file types, like documentation and script 

directories or plain text files. This exclusion is realized as an initial check before the 

application of the regular expressions above. For this purpose, we use the following 

expression: “(.*/(([dD]ocumentation(s)?)|([sS]cript(s)?))/.*)|(.*\\.txt)” 

In CEC 1 and CEC 2, we decided to write the commit to an unanalyzed file (cf. Figure 4). This 

unanalyzed file (ComAn_Unanalyzed.txt) only contains the commit file names, which can be 

used to find the full content of the commits in the corresponding commit file. We used this file 

to manually inspect unanalyzed commits and to identify CEC 1 and CEC 2. In CEC 3, the 

analysis process ignores the current diff and proceeds to select the next diff of the current 

commit file. If all diffs in the current commit file represent instances of this case, all entries in 

the result file for this commit are 0. 

Besides the unanalyzed file, the commit analysis process provides two result files: the (detailed) 

results file (ComAn_Results.tsv) and the summary file (ComAn_Summary.tsv). The result file 

contains detailed information on the changes introduced by each analyzed commit in a separate 

line. Table 4 provides an excerpt of this information from the Linux kernel commit analysis. 

 

Each line of Table 4 starts with the committer date followed by the commit SHA. The 

remaining columns indicate the changes the respective commit introduces: 

 Changed Code Files (CCF): the number of code files changed by the commit. 

 Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information (CCLAI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed code files containing artifact-specific information. 

 Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information (CCLVI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed code files containing variability information. 

 Changed Build Files (CBF): the number of build files changed by the commit. 

 Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information (CBLAI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed build files containing artifact-specific information. 

 Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information (CBLVI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed build files containing variability information. 

Date Commit CCF CCLAI CCLVI CBF CBLAI CBLVI CMF CMLAI CMLVI 

2009/11/23 f5ffe02 1 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2010/09/29 1cc745d 16 126 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

2017/01/05 c887e69 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] [...] 

Table 4: Excerpt of the ComAn results file for the Linux kernel 
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 Changed Model Files (CMF): the number of variability model files changed by the 

commit. 

 Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information (CMLAI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed variability model files containing artifact-specific 

information. 

 Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information (CMLVI): the sum of all 

changed lines over all changed variability model files containing variability 

information. 

The summary file provides an overview on the changes introduced over all analyzed commits 

by summing up the detailed numbers elicited during the analysis. Table 5 provides such an 

overview for the Linux kernel. 

 

As shown in Table 5, a ComAn summary file contains the following data: 

 Commits Available (CAv): the number of all commits input to this analysis; in Table 5, 

the full number of commits of the Linux kernel repository was input to the analysis. 

 Commits Analyzed (CAn): the number of actually analyzed commits; this number differs 

from CAv as some commits are excluded according to the cases described above. 

 Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information (CCAI): the number of commits that 

exclusively change at least one line containing artifact-specific information but no 

variability information; such lines contain: 

o Help text in a variability model file 

o General program definitions in a code file 

o The general build process definition in a build file 

 Commits Changing Variability Information (CCVI): the number of commits that 

exclusively change at least one line containing variability information but no artifact-

specific information; such lines contain: 

o Configuration options, etc. in a variability model file 

o References to configuration options in a code file 

o References to configuration options in a build file 

 Commits Changing Artifact-specific and Variability Information (CCAVI): the number 

of commits that change at least one line containing artifact-specific information and at 

least one line containing variability information. 

 Changed Model Lines (CML): the number of changed model lines over all analyzed 

commits. 

Counted 

Element 

Number of 

Commits 

Number of Changed Lines 

(artifact-specific) 

Number of Changed Lines 

(variability) 

CAv 662.110   

CAn 632.601   

CCAI 505.465 23.542.567  

CCVI 11.739  56.793 

CCAVI 54.896 32.582.031 659.342 

CML  186.788 239.926 

CCL  55.837.055 423.967 

CBL  100.755 52.242 

Table 5: ComAn summary file for the Linux kernel 
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 Changed Code Lines (CCL): the number of changed source code lines over all analyzed 

commits. 

 Changed Build Lines (CBL): the number of changed build lines over all analyzed 

commits. 

The calculation of the numbers on changed lines for each commit as a basis for the above 

summary requires a line-based analysis of the diff information for each file in the focus of this 

report. Therefore, those lines indicating a change (starting with + or -) will be considered. 

However, empty lines starting with + or - will be ignored as they do not introduce new or delete 

existing information. All other lines (not starting with + or -) will also be ignored as long as 

they are not needed to determine the type of a change. For example, let a closing #endif-

statement in a code artifact be moved from line 10 to line 15 as the only change of a commit. 

This results in a deletion in line 10 (-#endif) and an addition in line 15 (+#endif) in the 

corresponding diff. In order to define these line changes as changing artifact-specific or 

variability information, we need to find and check the related start statement, which is not part 

of the actual changes. We further detail this check in Section 3.2.1. 

The analysis of non-empty changed lines depends on the type of artifact they belong to. We will 

detail the analysis for the different types of artifacts subject to our analysis in the following 

three sections. Each section is structured along the type of information we need to identify and 

either exclude (comments) or include (artifact-specific and variability information) in our 

analysis. 

3.2.1 Analyzing Code File Diffs 

The analysis of a code file diff considers those lines that start with a + or - marking the 

respective line to be added or deleted by the current commit. As we are interested in the changes 

to artifact-specific and variability information, a necessary part of this analysis is the 

identification of these types of information from changed lines. A prerequisite for this 

identification is to exclude changed lines, which are part of a comment. Comments neither 

realize capabilities (artifact-specific information) nor define variability information, like the 

multi-line comment in lines 1358 to 1363 in Listing 2, which only describes the purpose of the 

function ubifs_update_time added to lines 1364 to 1395. Please note that we exclude 

unnecessary parts indicated by [...] in this example. 

Identification of Comments. The code files in the focus of this analysis contain C source code 

allowing the definition of single- and multi-line comments. A single-line comment starts with a 

double-slash (//) and defines all subsequent characters in this line to be descriptive text (neither 

artifact-specific nor variability information). A multi-line comment typically spans one or more 

lines by surrounding them with a starting /* and an ending */ statement. All characters in all 

lines between those statements are again descriptive text. Thus, if a changed line contains a 

[...] 

1357 

1358 

1359 

1360 

1361 

1362 

1363 

1364 

1365 

1366 

[...] 

1395 

1396 

1397 

[...] 

[...] 

+#ifdef CONFIG_UBIFS_ATIME_SUPPORT 

+/** 

+ * ubifs_update_time - update time of inode. 

+ * @inode: inode to update 

+ * 

+ * This function updates time of the inode. 

+ */ 

+int ubifs_update_time(struct inode *inode, struct timespec *time, 

+                int flags) 

+{ 

[...] 

+} 

+#endif 

+ 

[...] 

Listing 2: Example of code file changes introduced by Linux kernel commit 8c1c5f2 
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single-line comment (indicated by //) or the start of a multi-line comment (indicated by /*), only 

the part before these statements will be further analyzed. Line 1358 in Listing 2 contains the 

start of a multi-line comment, hence, leading to a split of this line around the start-statement 

during the analysis. As the part before the start-statement is empty (the change markers + and - 

will also be ignored), no further analysis for this line is performed. This is also the case if a 

changed line only contains a single-line comment (no characters before the single-line comment 

start-statement). Non-empty parts of such lines will be further analyzed as described below. If a 

changed line contains the end of a multi-line comment (indicated by */), only the part after this 

symbol will be analyzed. For line 1363 in Listing 2 this results again in an empty part and no 

further analysis. Empty (parts of a) changed line(s) do not count as a changed line at all in our 

analysis. 

Besides the beginning or the end of a multi-line comment as (part of) a changed line, an entire 

changed line may be part of a multi-line comment. Typically, this is indicated by a * at the 

beginning of the line (after the change markers + or -) as shown in lines 1359 to 1362 in Listing 

2. However, this symbol may be missing or, if available, is ambiguous as it could also define a 

multiplication as part of an expression. Thus, we need to check each changed line for being part 

of a multi-line comment by finding the start- or the end-symbol of such a comment in one of the 

previous lines. If no multi-line comment start-symbol or an end-symbol is detected, the current 

line is not part of a comment. For example, line 1364 in Listing 2 contains the addition of a 

method header, which is not part of a comment due to the end-statement of the multi-line 

comment in line 1363 closing the previously defined comment. If the start-symbol of a multi-

line comment is detected, like for lines 1359 to 1362 in Listing 2 the line is part of a comment 

and will be ignored. 

Identification of Variability Information. The second step is to check the non-empty and non-

comment (part of a) changed line for variability information. The simplest case is the existence 

of a reference to one or more CONFIG_*-symbols in that line (cf. Table 3 in Section 2.2.2). 

Such a reference forces the analysis to count this line, like line 1357 in Listing 2, as a changed 

line containing variability information and not as artifact-specific information. The more 

complex case is the existence of a statement closing a control structure, such as preprocessor 

conditions (#else or #endif as in line 1396 in Listing 2), runtime conditions, or loops (typically 

indicated by } as in line 1395 in Listing 2). As such statements may be related to conditions that 

reference a CONFIG_*-symbol, the change of such a statement is regarded to be variability-

related and, thus, has to be counted as a changed line containing variability information. If a 

changed line contains one of these symbols, we need to find the corresponding start of the 

structure by iterating over the previous lines. In case the closing-statement in the changed line 

under analysis is #else or #endif and the corresponding start-statement starts with #if* and 

references a CONFIG_*-symbol, the changed line containing the closing statement is counted 

as a changed line containing variability information. This is the case for the closing #endif-

statement in line 1396 in Listing 2 as its corresponding start-statement in line 1357 references 

the CONFIG_UBIFS_ATIME_SUPPORT symbol. Hence, the added line 1396 is counted as a 

changed line containing variability information. Similar, if the closing-statement is } and the 

corresponding start-statement starts with for, if , etc., and references a CONFIG_*-symbol, the 

line is also counted as a change to variability information. This detection of start-statements 

(regardless of preprocessor- or runtime-statements) also considers expressions over multiple 

lines, e.g. by using continuations (\) and includes again the removal of possible comments as 

described above. 

Identification of Artifact-specific Information. All changed lines not identified as part of a 

comment nor containing variability information are counted as changes to artifact-specific 

information. For example, lines 1364 to 1395 are identified as artifact-specific information 

changes. In more detail, the identification of line 1395 includes the detection of the 

corresponding start-statement of the method in line 1364, which does not reference a 

CONFIG_*-symbol and, hence, is counted as artifact-specific information.  
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3.2.2 Analyzing Build File Diffs 

The analysis of a build file diff considers all lines marked as being deleted (-) or added (+) by 

the current commit. The inherent identification of changes to artifact-specific and variability 

information requires the exclusion of changes only affecting comments. For example, the added 

lines 1 to 5 in Listing 3 represent such comments, which only describe the path to and name of 

the changed file (line 2) and the purpose of this file (line 5). Thus, the analysis first needs to 

identify and exclude such comments before analyzing the actual changes to artifact-specific and 

variability information. 

Identification of Comments. The build files in the focus of this analysis contain GNU Make 

commands and, hence, support single-line comments. The corresponding symbol indicating a 

single-line comment is #, which marks all subsequent characters in that line to be descriptive 

text. Thus, if such a symbol is detected, only the part before the symbol is further analyzed. In 

Listing 3 the lines 1 to 5 contain such single-line comments marked as being added to the file ( 

indicated by +), which leads to a split of each of these lines around the # symbol. As the part 

before this symbol is empty (the change markers + and – will be ignored), they will not be 

further analyzed and do not count as changed lines at all. Non-empty parts of such lines will be 

further analyzed as described below.  

In build files no multi-line comments are explicitly supported. However, a continuation (\) can 

be used to extend a single-line comment over multiple lines. We therefore have to check for 

each changed line, if it is part of an implicit multi-line comment. This is done by checking the 

previous line if it ends with the continuation symbol. If this is the case and the previous line also 

starts with the comment symbol (#) the changed line is part of a comment and can be ignored. If 

there is no continuation symbol or the continuation is not extending a comment, the line needs 

to be further analyzed. 

Identification of Variability Information. Non-empty and non-comment lines will be checked 

for containing variability information similar to the checks performed during the analysis of 

code file diffs (cf. Section 3.2.1). The reference to one or more CONFIG_*-symbols in such a 

line forces the analysis to count it as a changed line containing variability information (cf. Table 

3 in Section 2.2.2), which in Listing 3 applies to line 45. Please note that we exclude 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

[...] 

29 

[...] 

45 

[...] 

48 

[...] 

51 

[...] 

59 

[...] 

+# 

+# linux/arch/x86/boot/compressed/Makefile 

+# 

+# create a compressed vmlinux image from the original vmlinux 

+# 

+ 

+targets := vmlinux vmlinux.bin vmlinux.bin.gz head_$(BITS).o misc_$(BITS).o piggy.o 

+ 

+KBUILD_CFLAGS := -m$(BITS) -D__KERNEL__ $(LINUX_INCLUDE) -O2 

+KBUILD_CFLAGS += -fno-strict-aliasing -fPIC 

+cflags-$(CONFIG_X86_64) := -mcmodel=small 

+KBUILD_CFLAGS += $(cflags-y) 

+KBUILD_CFLAGS += $(call cc-option,-ffreestanding) 

+KBUILD_CFLAGS += $(call cc-option,-fno-stack-protector) 

[...] 

 ifeq ($(CONFIG_X86_32),y) 

[...] 

+ifdef CONFIG_RELOCATABLE 

[...] 

  else 

[...] 

  endif 

[...] 

+endif 

[...] 

Listing 3: Example of build file changes introduced by Linux kernel commit db569af 
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unnecessary parts indicated by [...] in this example. Line 29 in Listing 3 also references a 

CONFIG_*-symbol but is not changed (no leading + or -) and, hence, is ignored by the 

analysis. Further, statements closing a control structure (else or endif), which are related to 

expressions that reference a CONFIG_*-symbol, are counted as variability change as well. This 

may also require the analysis of unchanged lines as in Listing 3. Here, the closing endif-

statement added to line 59 forces the analysis to iterate over the previous lines to find the 

corresponding start-statement, which is the ifeq-statement in line 29. The inner conditional 

block from lines 45 to 51 will be identified as such by simply counting end- and start-

statements. As the start-statement in line 29 references a CONFIG_*-symbol the changed end-

statement in line 59 will be counted as a change to variability information. 

Identification of Artifact-specific Information. All non-empty and non-comment changed 

lines not identified as changes to variability information are counted as changed lines containing 

artifact-specific information. In Listing 3 this applies to line 4 as well as lines 7 to 14. Empty 

changed lines, like lines 6 and 8, will not be counted as changes at all. 

3.2.3 Analyzing Variability Model File Diffs 

The analysis of a variability model file diff slightly differs from the code and build file diffs 

analysis described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. While the variability model diff analysis also 

considers deleted (-) or added (+) lines, categorizes them as changes to artifact-specific or 

variability information, and requires prior exclusion of comments, the focus is on finding the 

artifact-specific information instead of the variability information. This is due to the fact that in 

a variability model file the artifact-specific information is variability information (cf. Section 

2.2.2). For example, the help text in lines 43 to 52 in Listing 4, which only describes the 

purpose of the UBIFS_ATIME_SUPPORT configuration option, is artifact-specific information 

in this type of artifact. All other lines in Listing 4 are variability information as they define the 

properties of this configuration option, which influences the way it can be configured. Hence, 

we will start with the description of identifying comments (as in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2) and 

then describe the identification of artifact-specific information before variability information. 

Identification of Comments. The variability model files in the focus of this analysis are 

Kconfig-files, which only supports single-line comments starting with a # symbol similar to 

build files but without implicit multi-line comments using continuations (cf. Section 3.2.2). The 

# symbol defines all subsequent characters in the respective line to be descriptive text (neither 

artifact-specific nor variability information). Thus, a changed line containing the # symbol 

forces the analysis to split this line around that symbol and to further analyze only the part 

before that symbol. If the entire line is a comment, the part before the # symbol is empty, no 

further analysis is performed, and, consequently, the entire line is not counted as a change at all. 

Identification of Artifact-specific Information. Kconfig supports the definition of help texts 

for configuration options, which do not influence the variability per se. We therefore count 

[...] 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

[...] 

+ 

+config UBIFS_ATIME_SUPPORT 

+    bool "Access time support" if UBIFS_FS 

+    depends on UBIFS_FS 

+    default n 

+    help 

+        Originally UBIFS did not support atime, because it looked like a bad idea due 

+        increased flash wear. This option adds atime support and it is disabled by default 

+        to preserve the old behavior. If you enable this option, UBIFS starts updating atime, 

+        which means that file-system read operations will cause writes (inode atime 

+        updates). This may affect file-system performance and increase flash device wear, 

+        so be careful. How often atime is updated depends on the selected strategy: 

+        strictatime is the "heavy", relatime is "lighter", etc. 

+ 

+        If unsure, say 'N' 

Listing 4: Example of variability model file changes introduced by Linux kernel commit 8c1c5f2 
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changes to help texts in variability model files as artifact-specific changes. A help text starts 

with the keyword help, --help--, or comment and requires all subsequent lines belonging to that 

text to start with one additional indentation more than the keyword (typically one additional 

tabulator) [Kco16]. Listing 4 shows this way of defining help texts using the help keyword in 

lines 43 to 52. The keyword itself is located in line 43 at indentation level one equal to the 

previous expressions. All following lines (44 to 52) belonging to the actual help text are located 

at indentation level two. Thus, each changed line has to be checked for an indentation (number 

of tabulators) greater than zero. If this is the case, we need to check the previous lines for their 

level of indentation. The first line with at least one indentation less than the changed line has to 

be checked for the keywords starting a help text. For example, line 52 is located at indentation 

level two, which may be due to the fact that it contains a (part of a) help text. The analysis 

iterates the previous lines until line 43, which is the first of the previous lines located at 

indentation level one. As this line also contains a help text keyword, line 52 as well as lines 43 

to 51 are counted as artifact-specific information change. 

A second exception from being a variability change is the depends on statement, which is 

typically used to define constraints on configuration options. In line 41 of Listing 4 this 

statement defines that selecting configuration option UBIFS_ATIME_SUPPORT requires the 

selection of option UBIFS_FS. However, this statement can be combined with a help text 

introduced with the keyword comment as well. This combination enables conditional help texts 

as their presence (visibility during the configuration process) depends on a specific 

configuration of other options. As this kind of variability only influences the presence of help 

text, we exclude depends on statements for these texts from being variability information. Thus, 

a changed line containing a depends on statement forces the analysis to check the previous lines 

of the file for the keyword comment. If this keyword is available, the changed line containing 

the depends on statement is counted as a change to artifact-specific information. 

Identification of Variability Information. All non-empty changes lines, which are not 

identified as being artifact-specific information changes, are considered as changing variability 

information and counted as such. In Listing 4, this applies to lines 39 to 42. Note that the 

depends on statement in line 41 defines a constraint, which relates two configuration options, 

and not a conditional help text. 
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4 Results 

This section presents the analysis results of the Linux kernel and the Coreboot firmware 

evolution based on the data provided by the Commit Extraction (ComEx) and the Commit 

Analysis (ComAn) processes described in Section 3. The results are structured into the 

following six categories of which each provides a certain perspective on the evolution data with 

its individual goal: 

1. Commit-based Changes to Information Types present the absolute numbers and 

percentages of commits changing artifact-specific information, variability information, 

both or none of these information types without further differentiation towards affected 

artifact types. The goal of this category is to provide a general overview and, in 

particular, identify, which type of information is changed most frequently by commits. 

2. Commit-based Changes to Artifact Information Types provide the absolute numbers 

and percentages of commits changing artifact-specific or variability information in 

code, build, or variability model artifacts. The goal of this category is to refine the 

results of category 1 by further differentiating between the types of artifacts and the 

(non-)exclusive changes to their artifact-specific and variability information. 

3. Line-based Changes to Artifact Information Types present the absolute numbers and 

percentages of changed code, build, or variability model lines containing artifact-

specific or variability information. This category refines the results of category 2 by 

switching from a commit-based perspective on the changes to a line-based one. This 

lifts the focus to the actual content changes of the respective types of artifacts. 

4. Frequency of Line Changes combines the commit based perspective of category 2 

with the line-based perspective of category 3 to identify how many commits change a 

certain number of code, build, or variability model lines containing artifact-specific or 

variability information. This category also includes the mean, median, and standard 

deviation of those numbers to detail the findings on the frequency. 

5. Correlation of Commit Size and Line Changes relates the size of a commit (the sum 

of all changed lines) and the number of changed code, build, or variability model lines 

containing artifact-specific or variability information. The goal of this category is to 

detect possible correlations and to draw conclusions about any dependencies of these 

numbers, e.g. the larger the size of a commit, the more lines of a specific type are 

changed. 

6. Line Changes over Time summarize the number of commits and the number of 

changed code, build, or variability model lines containing artifact-specific or variability 

information per year. This presentation of the evolution data over the entire period of 

time analyzed in this report aims at identifying possible variations in the intensity of 

changes between certain timeframes. 

Based on these six categories, we discuss the evolution of the Linux kernel in Section 4.1 and 

the Coreboot firmware evolution in Section 4.2. 

4.1 Linux Kernel 

The Linux kernel commit analysis processed all 662.110 commits available in the repository at 

the time of writing this report (cf. Table 2 in Section 2.2.2). However, only 632.601 (95,54%) of 

the available commits were actually analyzed. The 29.509 unanalyzed commits were excluded 

as they belong to one of the Change Exclusion Cases (CEC) described in Section 3.2. Further, 

we exclude the initial commit of the Linux kernel repository from the results presented in this 

section yielding a total number of 632.600 commits. The initial commit introduces the entire 

kernel version 2.6.12-rc2 (cf. Section 2.2.2) as a baseline for further development and, hence, 

does not represent a typical (evolutionary) commit like the rest of the available commits in the 

repository. 
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4.1.1 Commit-based Changes to Information Types 

The presentation of the Linux kernel evolution starts with a general overview on the commits 

and the types of information they change in Figure 5. This overview provides a basic 

understanding of which type of information is changed more frequently regardless of the type of 

artifact the information belongs to. 

Figure 5 shows, that the largest category of commits with about 80% exclusively changes 

artifact-specific information (CCAIe). These commits introduce changes, which only concern 

general program definitions in source code artifacts, general build process definitions in build 

artifacts, or help texts for configuration options defined in variability model artifacts. The 

second largest category of commits with about 10% changes other artifacts exclusively 

(CCOAe). These commits neither introduce changes to artifact-specific information nor to 

variability information of any of the types of artifacts in the focus of this report. However, they 

change other types of artifacts (documentation files, device tree source files, etc.) and, thus, 

need to be considered as part of the overall evolution. Commits mutually changing both artifact-

specific and variability information (CCAVI) constitute the third largest category of commits 

with about 9%. For example, a commit of this category may change (parts of) implementation 

definition in a source code artifact, while also deleting an obsolete configuration option in a 

variability model artifact. The smallest category of commits with about 2% consists of commits 

exclusively changing variability information (CCVIe). Commits of this category change, for 

example, references to configuration options in source code and build artifacts or the definition 

of those options or their relations in variability model artifacts. 

The general overview presented in Figure 5 reveals that very few commits change variability 

information exclusively. If we consolidate the categories of commits concerning variability 

information (CCVIe and CCAVIe) and those concerning artifact-specific information (CCAIe 

and again CCAIVe), around 11% of the overall commits affect variability information while 

around 89% affect artifact-specific information. 

4.1.2 Commit-based Changes to Artifact Information Types 

The general overview in Section 4.1.1 abstracts away the impact the commits have on the 

different types of artifacts and the changes to their artifact-specific and variability information. 

Thus, we need to refine the commit categories presented in Figure 5 towards an artifact-based 

CCAIe: 505465

~79.9%

CCVIe: 11739

~1.86%

CCAVI: 54895

~8.68%

CCOAe: 60501

~9.56%

Legend

CCAIe = Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information exclusively

CCVIe = Commits Changing Variability Information exclusively

CCAVI = Commits Changing Artifact-specific and Variability Information

CCOAe = Commits Changing Other Artifacts exclusively  

Figure 5: Linux kernel commit-based changes to information types 
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categorization. In particular, we are interested in the effects the commits have on artifact-

specific (CCAI) and variability information (CCVI) – either exclusive or non-exclusive – in 

code, build, and variability model artifacts. This refinement yields the following four groups of 

categories: 

Group 1 Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code (CCAIC), Build 

(CCAIB), or variability Model (CCAIM) artifacts. Commits of this group of 

categories change at least one line containing artifact-specific information in 

the respective type of artifact. Further, these commits may introduce changes 

to variability information or other types of artifacts. Hence, the numbers for 

commits of this group of categories are the sums of all commits changing at 

least artifact-specific information in the respective artifact type. 

Group 2 Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code (CCAICe), Build 

(CCAIBe), and variability Model (CCAIMe) artifacts exclusively. Commits of 

this group of categories exclusively change at least one line containing 

artifact-specific information in the respective type of artifact. In contrast to 

Group 1, commits of this group neither introduce changes to variability 

information nor to other types of artifacts, thus representing a subset of Group 

1. 

Group 3 Commits Changing Variability Information in Code (CCVIC), Build (CCVIB), 

or variability Model (CCVIM) artifacts. Commits of this group of categories 

change at least one line containing variability information in the respective 

type of artifact and may additionally introduce changes to artifact-specific 

information or other types of artifacts. The numbers for these categories are 

the sums of all commits changing variability information in the respective 

artifact type. 

Group 4 Commits Changing Variability Information in Code (CCVICe), Build 

(CCVIBe), and variability Model (CCVIMe) artifacts exclusively. Commits of 

this group of categories exclusively change at least one line containing 

variability information of the respective type of artifact. This category is a 

subset of Group 3 as these commits do not introduce additional changes to 

artifact-specific information or other types of artifacts. 

Figure 6 illustrates the refined distribution of the commits over the three categories of commits 

for each of the four groups described above5. Each bar represents the absolute number of a 

specific category of commits. This number is also placed among the respective bar, while the 

name of the category and the proportion relative to the total number of analyzed commits are 

placed below. Further, Figure 6 includes the total number of analyzed commits (grey bar) for 

visually contrasting the amount of the different categories against this total number. 

The largest categories of commits in Figure 6 change artifact-specific information in code 

artifacts (CCAIC and CCAICe). In about 90% of these cases, artifact-specific information is 

changed exclusively, which makes up around 78% of all analyzed commits. In total about 87% 

of all commits affect this type of information in code artifacts. However, variability information 

in code artifacts (CCVIC and CCVICe) changes significantly less. About 7% of all commits 

introduce changes to variability information, while only 0,5% of all commits change this type of 

information exclusively. Due to the number of available code artifacts (cf. Table 2 in Section 

2.2.2), one could have expected more changes to variability information in these artifacts, in 

particular, in contrast to variability changes in build artifacts (CCVIB). As the number of code 

artifacts in the Linux kernel is about 17-19 times higher than the number of build artifacts, 

changes to variability information only occur twice as often in code than in build artifacts. 

                                                      
5
 Please note that the numbers presented in Figure 6 cannot be directly calculated from those presented in 

Figure 5 (cf. Section 4.1.1). We discuss this issue at the end of this section. 
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Commits changing variability information in variability model artifacts (CCVIM) occur more 

frequently than CCVIB but less than such changes in code artifacts (CCVIC). CCVIM constitute 

5% of all analyzed commits from which 25% change this type of information exclusively. These 

exclusive changes even occur more often than exclusive changes to this type of information in 

code artifacts (CCVICe), which is to be expected as the variability model artifacts mostly 

contain variability information. However, there exist also a small number of commits with 

around 0,2%, which exclusively change artifact-specific information, like help texts, in model 

artifacts (CCAIMe). 

The number of commits changing artifact-specific information non-exclusively in build 

(CCAIB) and model artifacts (CCAIM) is nearly equal as both represent around 3% of all 

commits. In contrast, exclusive changes to these types of information differ slightly (0,6% for 

CCAIBe and 0,1% CCVIBe). Hence, most of the commits affecting build artifacts change 

artifact-specific as well as variability information. 

Figure 6 reveals that non-exclusive information changes occur significantly more frequently 

than exclusive changes to one type of artifact or information. Further, the majority of commits 

affect artifact-specific information in code artifacts. Commits changing build and variability 

model artifacts are comparably rare. For variability model artifacts, more commits change 

variability information than artifact-specific information, while for build artifacts the numbers 

of commits affecting these information types are similar. 

We already noted that the resulting numbers in Figure 6 cannot be directly calculated from those 

presented in Figure 5. For example, the sum of commits exclusively changing artifact-specific 

information in code (CCAICe), build (CCAIBe), and the variability model (CCAIMe) in Figure 6 

is 499.787, while the general number of commits changing artifact-specific information 

exclusively (CCAIe) in Figure 5 is 505.465. This difference results from the way CCAIe are 

counted. Commits belong to this category if they change at least one line of artifact-specific 

information in at least one of the artifacts. Commits of the refined categories (CCAICe, 

CCAIBe, CCAIMe) are only categorized as such if they change at least one line in the respective 

artifact only. Thus, the sum of the refined categories is smaller than CCAIe as commits, which 

change artifact-specific information exclusively in more than one type of artifact are not 

counted. These commits are part of the non-exclusive categories in Figure 6. Due to similar 

reasons a direct derivation of the numbers for the other categories is not possible. 
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Legend

All = Full number of analyzed commits

CCAIC = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code artifacts
CCAICe = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code artifacts exclusively

CCVIC = Commit Changing Variability Information in Code artifacts

CCVICe = Commit Changing Variability Information in Code artifacts exclusively

CCAIB = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Build artifacts

CCAIBe = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Build artifacts exclusively

CCVIB = Commit Changing Variability Information in Build artifacts

CCVIBe = Commit Changing Variability Information in Build artifacts exclusively

CCAIM = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Model artifacts

CCAIMe = Commit Changing Artifact-specific Information in Model artifacts exclusively

CCVIM = Commit Changing Variability Information in Model artifacts

CCVIMe = Commit Changing Variability Information in Model artifacts exclusively

 

Figure 6: Linux kernel commit-based changes to artifact information types 
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4.1.3 Line-based Changes to Artifact Information Types 

In order to further refine the changes to the different information and artifact types, we have to 

consider these changes on a line-basis. This enables a more fine-grained perspective on the 

evolution of the Linux kernel than focusing on commits as in the previous sections. Hence, 

Figure 7 presents the total numbers of changed lines containing artifact-specific and variability 

information in code, build, and variability model artifacts over the entire Linux kernel history. 

The commits of the Linux kernel versioning system introduce 52.457.898 line changes as 

illustrated by the grey bar in Figure 7. Around 98% of these changes affect artifact-specific 

information in code artifacts (CCLAI). While this was to be expected as most of the commits 

affect artifact-specific information in code artifacts (cf. Figure 6), this number further reveals, 

that on a line-basis the changes to this kind of information in code artifacts is significantly 

higher than to any other type of information or artifact. Even changes to lines containing 

variability information in code artifacts (CCLVI) only constitute around 0,8% of all changed 

lines, which is the second largest category in Figure 7. The changes to variability model lines 

containing artifact-specific (CMLAI) or variability information (CMLVI) are less frequent but 

still occur more often than changes to build artifact lines. These lines (CBLAI and CBLVI) are 

changed most infrequently. 

4.1.4 Frequency of Line Changes 

The previous sections discussed the number of commits and the number of line changes 

separately. In this section, we relate those numbers to identify how many commits change a 

certain number of code, build, or variability model lines containing artifact-specific or 

variability information. This relation reveals the frequency and the extent in which a specific 

type of information of a specific type of artifact is changed by commits. We therefore first 

define a set of intervals of changed lines to categorize the intensity of changes to the artifact and 

information types (using the same combinations as in Section 4.1.3) affected by a commit. We 

then use these intervals to classify the commits. The result of this classification is an overview 

on how often a certain number of lines of a specific type of artifact and information are 

changed. Figure 8 visualizes this result. Further, Table 6 presents the numbers used for this 

visualization. 

The x-axis in Figure 8 represents the intervals of changed lines we defined for the classification 

of a commits amount of changes to a specific combination of artifact and information types 

(CCLAI, CCLVI, etc.). We decided to use rather small intervals for the first intervals (I01 to I04) 

and continuously enlarge them towards further intervals. The y-axis describes the frequency of 

commits. The bars present the number of commits of a specific interval changing artifact-

specific or variability information in code, build, or variability model artifacts. Due to the 
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Figure 7: Linux kernel sums of changed lines per artifact information type 
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categories of changed lines (CCLAI, CCLVI, etc.) a commit may be counted multiple times. For 

example, a commit, which only changes five lines of the general program definition in code 

artifacts, belongs to interval I02 for category CCLAI but also to interval I01 for all other 

categories. 

Figure 8 shows that, except for changed code lines containing artifact-specific information 

(CCLAI), the other types of artifacts are changed rather infrequently. Around 95-97% of the 

commits do not change a single line in build and variability model artifacts (cf. Table 6). Even if 

such changes occur, they are rather small: only 2-4% of the commits change 1-10 lines (interval 

I02), while more changes occur in around 0,1-0,4% of all commits or less (interval I03 and 

following). In build artifacts, there is no significant difference between the frequency of changes 

to artifact-specific (CBLAI) and variability information (CBLVI). In variability model artifacts, 

however, smaller changes (interval I02) to variability information (CMLVI) occur more often 

than to artifact-specific information (CMLAI). In contrast, the frequency of changes to code 

artifacts differs with respect to the information types. Changes to variability information in code 

artifacts (CCLVI) are classified rather similar to those in build and variability model artifacts. 

Here, around 93% of the commits do not change a single line and only some commits change 1-

10 lines (around 6%). Code lines containing artifact-specific information (CCLAI), however, are 

subject to larger and more frequent changes. For CCLAI, only about 13% of the commits do not 

introduce changes, while around 41% and 28% of the commits change 1-10 lines and 11-50 

lines of the general program definition respectively. Further, even larger changes affecting 

multiple hundreds (intervals I05 to I07) or thousands (intervals I09 and I10) of artifact-specific 

lines of code occur as often as the small changes to build and variability model artifacts. 

For each of the categories a small number of commits exists, which introduce the highest 

number of changed lines. We only identified a single commit6, which simultaneously change 

large numbers of lines in almost all categories: a commit moving an entire driver-set to a new 

location (commit f7018c2). Other commits exist, which introduce large changes into a single 

category, e.g. large changes to code lines containing artifact-specific information (CCLAI). 

However, such commits occur rather infrequently as Table 6 shows. 

                                                      
6
 The excluded initial commit in the Linux kernel repository (cf. Section 4.1) would also fall into this 

category of commits. 
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Figure 8: Linux kernel frequency of line changes 
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In order to further investigate these findings on the frequency of line changes, Table 7 presents 

the sum of changed lines over all commits, the minimum and maximum number of changed 

lines by a single commit as well as the mean, median, and standard deviation for each category 

of changed artifact and information type. The first block (rows 2-7 in Table 7) shows these 

numbers as identified by the analysis. As there exists a large set of commits not changing a 

single line, Table 7 also includes revised numbers without such commits in the second block 

(rows 8-13 in Table 7). 
 

Interval 
CCLAI CCLVI CBLAI CBLVI CMLAI CMLVI 

# % # % # % # % # % # % 

I01 80.611 12,7 589.927 93,3 616.132 97,4 614.812 97,2 616.383 97,4 602.358 95,2 

I02 257.662 40,7 36.186 5,7 15.046 2,4 17.248 2,7 13.698 2,2 27.163 4,3 

I03 178.951 28,3 5.637 0,9 1.179 0,2 476 0,1 2.150 0,3 2.610 0,4 

I04 51.811 8,2 537 0,1 154 0,0 43 0,0 199 0,0 254 0,0 

I05 31.055 4,9 175 0,0 57 0,0 17 0,0 103 0,0 126 0,0 

I06 11.236 1,8 59 0,0 18 0,0 3 0,0 29 0,0 43 0,0 

I07 5.658 0,9 28 0,0 4 0,0 0 0,0 11 0,0 14 0,0 

I08 3.421 0,5 12 0,0 2 0,0 1 0,0 13 0,0 11 0,0 

I09 6.585 1,0 24 0,0 6 0,0 0 0,0 9 0,0 13 0,0 

I10 5.123 0,8 15 0,0 2 0,0 0 0,0 5 0,0 8 0,0 

I11 472 0,1 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I12 15 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I13 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I14 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Table 6: Linux kernel frequency of line changes 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 

# = Absolute number of commits, % = Percentage of total number of commits 
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Table 7: Linux kernel line changes 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 
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The basic numbers (first block) in Table 7 are in line with the results discussed so far: changes 

to code lines including artifact-specific information (CCLAI) are predominant, while changes to 

variability information in code artifacts (CCLVI) as well as changes to build and variability 

model artifacts are rather small as shown by the mean values. Further, the median values 

support the finding, that a significant number of commits do not change a single line: except for 

CCLAI, the median is 0 meaning that at least 50% of the commits introduce any changes to the 

other types of artifacts and information. The standard deviation indicates, however, that there 

exist some commits, which introduce comparably large changes. If we exclude the non-

affecting commits for each category (second block in Table 7), the mean and median values as 

well as the standard deviation increase for all categories. These revised numbers show that if 

changes to artifact and information types occur, they affect a quite reasonable amount of lines. 

4.1.5 Correlation of Commit Size and Line Changes 

The previous section already started to relate the commits and the number of changed lines to 

investigate the frequency of line changes introduced by individual commits. Here, we explicitly 

relate the sizes of commits to the number of changed lines including artifact-specific or 

variability information in code, build, or variability model artifacts these commits change. 

Figure 9 visualizes this relation for each artifact type and each type of information in order to 

reveal possible correlations between commits sizes and the number of changes lines. Therefore 

it provides six individual graphs in three rows and two columns. Each row contains the graphs 

for one of the artifact types (code, build, and variability model from top to bottom). Each 

column in turn contains an individual graph for changed lines containing artifact-specific 

information and variability information (from left to right). The x-axis of each graph represent 

the size of the commits in terms of the sum of all lines changed by the individual commit, while 

the y-axis represents the number of lines of the respective changed artifact and information type. 

Both axes are presented in logarithmic scale to better visualize the relations between the 

respective numbers. Further, all graphs include the Spearman correlation-value (r) and the 

significance-value (p). We use the Spearman correlation in these graphs as the values are not 

normally distributed (detected by an Anderson-Darling normality test). Please note that the 

significance-values (p) in Figure 9 seem to be absolutely 0. However, this is due to rounding the 

actual values, which are extremely small and, hence, automatically defined as absolute 0 by the 

respective (external) function in the scripts7 producing the individual graphs and values. 

                                                      
7
 We use the rcorr()-function of the Hmisc-package (Version 4.0.3) in R to calculate the correlation and 

significance values. 
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The individual graphs and correlation-values in Figure 9 show, that only changes to artifact-

specific information in code artifact have a strong positive relation to the sizes of commits (r = 

0,98 and p ≈ 0). The remaining types of artifacts and information either have a weak (changed 

code lines and changed build lines containing variability information) or even very weak 

relation to commit sizes as changed build and variability model lines containing artifact-specific 

information as well as change variability model lines containing variability information. We 

therefore argue that except for artifact-specific changes to code artifacts there is no evidence 

that larger commits affect more artifact-specific or variability information in build or variability 

model artifacts. This is only true for artifact-specific information in code artifacts. 

4.1.6 Line Changes over Time 

The presentation of line changes over time reveals that the intensity of changes to the different 

types of artifacts and information varies over time. Figure 10 visualizes these variations by 

summarizing the changes for each combination of artifact and information types by year. The x-

axis in Figure 10 represents the individual years ranging from 2005 to 2017. Please note that in 

2005 the very first commit was performed in April. Thus, the number of commits in this year is 

 

Figure 9: Linux kernel relation of commit size and line changes 
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significantly smaller than in other years (except for 2017). Further, in 2005 the initial commit 

introducing the entire Linux kernel version 2.6.12-rc2 (cf. Section 2.2.2) is not included as 

discussed in Section 4.1. In 2017 the analysis is incomplete as it was performed in March and, 

thus, does not include any newer commits. The y-axis represents the number of elements, which 

are either the number of commits in a specific year (grey bars) or the number of lines these 

commits change (lines). This y-axis has a logarithmic scale to increase visibility of the lines 

visualizing changes to build and variability model artifacts. Without a logarithmic scale, those 

lines overlay and are not visible properly. This overlay occurs because of the large numbers of 

changes to artifact-specific information in code artifacts (blue solid line with empty blue 

circles). The disadvantage of the logarithmic scale is that the individual curves appear more 

smoothly than they actually are, which we improve by also presenting the numbers used for the 

visualization of the Linux kernel evolution in Table 8. 

A general observation of the evolution presented in Figure 10 is that in most of the transitions 

between the years the numbers of changed lines increase or decrease in accordance to the 

number of commits (except for the transition between 2005 and 2006, which is due to the initial 

commits as described above). However, there are situations in which such a relation does not 

exist. For example, in 2013 the changes decrease between 698 lines for changed build lines 

including artifact-specific information (CBLAI) and 1.501.480 lines for changed code lines 

including artifact-specific information (CCLAI) although the number of commits increases by 

5.797 with respect to the previous year (cf. Table 8). While these transitions show this effect for 

all changed lines, there are further transitions, which show this effect for a subset of the change 

categories, like from 2008 to 2009 for all categories except for CCLAI or from 2011 to 2012 for 

CCLAI, CCLVI, CBLVI and CMLAI. The opposite situation can be found between 2014 and 

2015. Here, CCLAI, CBLAI, CBLVI, and CMLAI increase while the number of commits 

decreases by 558 commits. This general observation implies that the number of commits does 

not always have an influence on the number of changes to specific types of artifacts and 

information. 

The changes to code lines including artifact-specific information (CCLAI) occur significantly 

more often than any other type of changes, which corresponds to the numbers presented in the 

previous sections. The changes to variability information in this type of artifacts (CCLVI) 

increase or decrease in a quite similar manner than CCLAI. However, there are again situations, 

in which the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in code artifacts 

vary. For example, from 2008 to 2009 CCLAI still increases by 440.051 lines, while CCLVI 

decreases by 25.359 lines. Further, from 2007 to 2008 CCLVI increases stronger than CCLAI, 

while from 2012 to 2013 CCLVI decreases less than CCLAI. 
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Figure 10: Linux kernel line changes over time 
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Changes to variability information in variability model artifacts (CMLVI) occur more often than 

changes to artifact-specific information (CMLAI) over the entire timeline. These numbers seem 

to differ only slightly if comparing the respective lines in Figure 10. The numbers in Table 8 

reveal, however, that this difference varies between 3.355 and 9.594 lines in 2016 and 2012 

respectively. In contrast to CCLVI and CCLAI, this difference is indeed significantly smaller, 

which is due to the textual nature of the Kconfig language allowing help texts for individual 

configuration options. Such help texts typically consume as much lines than the actual 

definition of the respective option; in the extreme case those texts are even longer. Only 

between 2012 and 2014 changes to variability information are more intense than to artifact-

specific information in variability model artifacts. Further, the increase or decrease of CMLVI 

resembles the numbers of changes to variability information in code artifacts (CCLVI) in most 

of the years. Another interesting observation is that the intensities of changes to variability 

information in code and variability model artifacts are seem to harmonize over time: after 2010 

CMLVI and CCLVI become closer than in the first half of the analyzed years. 

The changes to information in build artifacts represent the smallest category of changes, while 

changes to artifact-specific information (CBLAI) occur more often than changes to variability 

information (CBLVI). The intensities of changes to the two information types in build artifacts 

illustrated in Figure 10 seem to differ more than those to variability model artifacts, which is 

due to the logarithmic scale of the y-axis. Actually, the intensities of CBLAI and CBLVI are 

more similar as they only vary between 2.323 lines in 2011 and 7.842 lines in 2015 (derived 

from the numbers in Table 8). In general, both categories of build changes increase or decrease 

in parallel in most of the situations. However, in some situations CBLVI decreases stronger than 

CBLAI, like in 2013 and 2015. In comparison to the variability model changes, in particular, the 

changes to artifact-specific information (CBLAI and CMLAI) increase or decrease differently. In 

contrast, variability information changes in build and model artifacts (CBLVI and CMLVI) occur 

in a rather similar intensity. The comparison between build and code changes reveal a similar 

co-evolution. While changes to artifact-specific information (CBLAI and CCLAI) differ, the 

number of variability information changes (CBLVI and CCLVI) increase or decrease rather 

similar. However, the increase of changes to variability information in code artifacts in 2008 is 

bigger than for the same information type in build files.  

Year Commits CCLAI CCLVI CBLAI CBLVI CMLAI CMLVI 

2005 14.914 1.670.178 19.141 3.917 2.108 8.225 10.833 

2006 28.352 2.382.186 22.566 5.565 2.751 10.865 11.995 

2007 29.317 2.633.107 33.646 6.367 3.859 18.000 22.494 

2008 48.999 4.896.091 66.952 8.180 5.258 18.507 25.726 

2009 50.401 5.336.142 41.593 8.097 3.881 13.824 15.630 

2010 47.772 4.139.236 27.112 6.743 3.961 10.954 14.834 

2011 52.919 6.623.273 39.703 7.693 5.370 18.936 23.868 

2012 62.128 5.492.382 32.966 10.325 5.276 14.412 24.006 

2013 67.925 3.990.902 25.974 9.627 3.833 12.708 21.907 

2014 72.418 4.630.687 29.008 6.618 3.777 12.106 18.170 

2015 71.860 5.480.339 26.434 11.787 3.945 12.429 16.972 

2016 73.187 3.729.918 18.514 8.259 3.014 8.866 12.221 

2017 12.408 542.951 3.135 1.420 396 1.140 2.106 

Table 8: Linux kernel numbers on line changes over time 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 
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The numbers on the co-evolution of artifact-specific and variability information in code, build, 

and variability model artifacts presented in Table 8 and visualized in Figure 10 provide two 

general findings. First, the temporal consideration reveals constant changes to all types of 

artifacts and information over time. In particular, the order of the number of changes to the 

different types of artifacts and information does not change. For example, the number of 

changes to code lines containing artifact-specific information (CCLAI) is always higher than the 

number of changes to lines containing variability information for that type of artifact (CCLVI). 

Such constant orders also exist for the other types. The only exception to this order occurs in 

2017, which is the only year in which CBLAI exceeds CMLAI. However, we argue that this 

exception is due to the incomplete data for that year as the analysis was performed in March 

2017. The second finding is that there is no common trend of the number of changes over all 

types of artifacts and information. While changes to some of the artifacts and information types 

increase, changes to some other categories decrease, or vice-versa. This contrary evolution of 

the number of changes can also be found for the different information types of the same type of 

artifact. Thus, there is no evidence for any common evolution, such that more changes to a 

specific type of artifact or information also yields an increase of changes to other or even related 

types of information. 

4.2 Coreboot Firmware 

The evolution history of the Coreboot firmware consists of 16.263 commits (cf. Table 2 in 

Section 2.2.2), from which 16.234 commits were actually analyzed. The 29 unanalyzed commits 

were excluded in accordance to the Change Exclusion Cases (CEC) introduced in Section 3.2. 

The remaining 99,82% of the available commits reveal the evolution data of the SPL, which we 

present and discuss in this section. An additional exclusion of commits, like the initial commit 

of the Linux kernel repository (cf. Section 4.1), is not necessary as the commits of the 

previously used SVN-repository of the Coreboot firmware were ported to the git repository we 

use to extract and analyze the evolution data in this report (cf. Section 2.2.2). 

4.2.1 Commit-based Changes to Information Types 

The starting point of the evaluation of the Coreboot firmware evolution is a general overview on 

the commits and the types of information they change. Figure 11 visualizes this overview by 

classifying the analyzed commits into commits changing artifact-specific information 

exclusively (CCAIe), commits changing variability information exclusively (CCVIe), commits 

changing artifact-specific and variability information (CCAVI), and commits changing other 

artifacts exclusively (CCOAe). The latter category summarizes all changes, which are not in the 

focus of this report (changes not affecting code, build, or variability model artifacts), but need to 

be considered as part of the overall evolution. This category of commits constitutes around 14% 

of the overall commits, which we do not analyze in further detail. 

The largest group of commits with about 54% exclusively changes artifact-specific information 

in code, build, or variability model artifacts (CCAIe). Hence, more than half of the commits 

affect general program and build process definitions as well as help texts for configuration 

options defined in the variability model. About 25% of the analyzed commits mutually 

introduce changes to artifact-specific and variability information (CCAVI), which is the second 

largest group of commits. Commits in this category introduce, for example, a new conditional 

block with a reference to a Kconfig option in a code file (considered as variability information) 

and the respective program definition as part of this block (considered as artifact-specific 

information). The smallest group of commits exclusively changes variability information in any 

of the types of artifacts we focus on (CCVIe). This group makes up around 7% of the analyzed 

commits affecting references to configuration options in source code and build artifacts or the 

definition of those options or their relations in variability model artifacts. 
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This general overview in Figure 11 reveals that only few commits exclusively change variability 

information (CCVIe). However, if we consolidate those categories generally introducing 

changes to variability information (CCVIe and CCAVI), about 32% of all commits actually 

affect variability. On the other hand, around 78% of the commits (CCAIe and CCAVI) change 

artifact-specific information. 

4.2.2 Commit-based Changes to Artifact Information Types 

The general overview presented in Section 4.2.1 gives a first impression of the impact the 

changes have on artifact-specific and variability information. In order to gain a detailed 

overview, we need to refine the rather broad categories of the previous section towards an 

artifact-based representation. In particular, we are interested in the effects the commits have on 

artifact-specific information (CCAI) and variability information (CCVI) – either exclusive or 

non-exclusive – in code, build, and variability model artifacts. Thus, we use the same groups of 

categories in this section as defined in Section 4.1.2: 

Group 1 Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code (CCAIC), Build 

(CCAIB), or variability Model (CCAIM) artifacts. Commits of this group of 

categories change at least one line containing artifact-specific information in 

the respective type of artifact. Further, these commits may introduce changes 

to variability information or other types of artifacts. Hence, the numbers for 

commits of this group of categories are the sums of all commits changing at 

least artifact-specific information in the respective artifact type. 

Group 2 Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information in Code (CCAICe), Build 

(CCAIBe), and variability Model (CCAIMe) artifacts exclusively. Commits of 

this group of categories exclusively change at least one line containing 

artifact-specific information in the respective type of artifact. In contrast to 

Group 1, commits of this group neither introduce changes to variability 

information nor to other types of artifacts, thus representing a subset of Group 

1. 

CCAIe: 8698

~53.58%

CCVIe: 1176

~7.24%

CCAVI: 4013

~24.72%

CCOAe: 2347

~14.46%

Legend

CCAIe = Commits Changing Artifact-specific Information exclusively

CCVIe = Commits Changing Variability Information exclusively

CCAVI = Commits Changing Artifact-specific and Variability Information

CCOAe = Commits Changing Other Artifacts exclusively  

Figure 11: Coreboot firmware commit-based changes to information types 
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Group 3 Commits Changing Variability Information in Code (CCVIC), Build (CCVIB), 

or variability Model (CCVIM) artifacts. Commits of this group of categories 

change at least one line containing variability information in the respective 

type of artifact and may additionally introduce changes to artifact-specific 

information or other types of artifacts. The numbers for these categories are 

the sums of all commits changing variability information in the respective 

artifact type. 

Group 4 Commits Changing Variability Information in Code (CCVICe), Build 

(CCVIBe), and variability Model (CCVIMe) artifacts exclusively. Commits of 

this group of categories exclusively change at least one line containing 

variability information of the respective type of artifact. This category is a 

subset of Group 3 as these commits do not introduce additional changes to 

artifact-specific information or other types of artifacts. 

Figure 12 illustrates the refined distribution of the commits over the three categories of commits 

for each of the four groups described above. Each bar represents the absolute number of a 

specific category of commits. This number is also placed among the respective bar, while the 

name of the category and the proportion relative to the full number of analyzed commits are 

placed below. Further, Figure 12 includes the total number of analyzed commits (grey bar) for 

visually contrasting the amount of the different categories against the entire set of analyzed 

commits. Please note that these numbers cannot be directly derived from those presented in 

Section 4.2.1 as they are calculated differently (cf. Section 4.1.1 for a discussion on that issue). 

The largest category of commits in Figure 12 changes artifact-specific information in code 

artifacts (CCAIC). This category constitutes around 70% of all analyzed commits. Further, 

around 65% of the commits in this category exclusively change artifact-specific information in 

code artifacts (CCAICe), which are about 46% of all analyzed commits. The number of commits 

changing variability information in this type of artifacts (CCVIC and CCVICe) is significantly 

smaller. Here, only about 18% of the commits change variability information of which 4% 

introduce such changes exclusively (around 0,8% of all analyzed commits). Due to the number 

of available code artifacts, one could have expected more changes to variability information in 

these artifacts, in particular, in contrast to variability changes in build artifacts (CCVIB). As the 

number of code artifacts in the Coreboot firmware is about 9-16 times higher than the number 

of build artifacts (cf. Table 2 in Section 2.2.2), changes to variability information only occur 

twice as often in code than in build artifacts. On the other hand, changes to variability 
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Figure 12: Coreboot firmware commit-based changes to artifact information types 
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information in code artifacts (CCVIC) occur as frequent as changes to this type of information 

in variability model artifacts (CCVIM). 

Commits changing variability model artifacts mostly affect variability information (CCVIM) 

with about 18% of all available commits. About 30% of these commits change this type of 

information exclusively (CCVIMe), which are about 5% of all commits. In comparison to these 

categories, the number of commits changing artifact-specific information in variability model 

artifacts (CCAIM and CCAIMe) is rather small. Hence, most of the changes in variability model 

artifacts affect configuration options and their relations rather than help texts describing them. 

Changes to artifact-specific information in build artifacts (CCAIB) occur quite as often as 

changes to variability information in variability model artifacts (CCVIM). About 17% of all 

commits are CCAIB, while about 4% exclusively change artifact-specific information in build 

artifacts. Variability information changes in build artifacts (CCVIB) constitute about 10% of all 

commits. Exclusive changes to this type of information and artifact (CCVIBe) are introduced by 

only 0,7% of all commits. 

The numbers for the different categories in Figure 12 reveal that non-exclusive information 

changes occur significantly more often than exclusive changes. The majority of commits affect 

artifact-specific information in code artifacts, which frequently occur without changes to other 

types of information or artifacts. Further, the number of commits changing variability 

information in code artifacts, artifact-specific information in build artifacts, and variability 

information in variability model artifacts are rather similar. Exclusive changes to variability 

information are unusual, except for variability model artifacts. 

4.2.3 Line-based Changes to Artifact Information Types 

In order to further refine the changes to the different information and artifact types, we have to 

consider these changes on a line-basis. This enables a more fine-grained perspective on the 

Coreboot firmware evolution than focusing on commits as in the previous sections. Hence, 

Figure 13 presents the total numbers of changed lines containing artifact-specific and variability 

information in code, build, and variability model artifacts over the analyzed Coreboot firmware 

history. 

In general, all analyzed commits of the Coreboot firmware versioning system change 3.966.216 

lines in total (grey bar in Figure 13). The largest set of these changed lines belong to the 

category of changed code lines containing artifact-specific information (CCLAI), which 

constitutes about 96% of all changed lines. This is in line with the results of the previous 

sections as they also show that most of the commits change artifact-specific information and, in 

particular, code artifacts. Further, changes to code lines containing variability information 
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Figure 13: Coreboot firmware sums of changed lines per artifact information types 
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(CCLVI) only occur in about 1% of all line changes, while in sum about 1,3% of all changed 

lines belong to build artifacts (CBLAI and CBLVI) and about 1,7% to variability model artifacts 

(CMLAI and CMLVI). However, in build artifacts more changes affect lines containing artifact-

specific information than variability information and vice-versa in variability model artifacts. 

4.2.4 Frequency of Line Changes 

In this section, we relate the number of commits and the number of changed lines, which we 

discussed separately in the previous sections. The goal of this relation is to identify how many 

commits change a certain number of code, build, or variability model lines containing artifact-

specific or variability information, hence, revealing the frequency and the extent in which a 

specific type of information of a specific type of artifact is changed by commits. This requires 

the definition of a set of intervals of changed lines to categorize the intensity of changes to the 

artifact and information types (using the same combinations as in Section 4.2.3) affected by a 

commit. The resulting categorization provides an overview on how often a certain number of 

lines of a specific type of artifact and information are changed. Figure 14 visualizes this result. 

Further, Table 9 presents the numbers used for this visualization. 

The x-axis in Figure 14 presents rather small intervals for the first intervals (I01 to I04), which 

are continuously enlarged towards the last intervals. These intervals classify the amount of 

changed lines of a commit to a specific combination of artifact and information types (CCLAI, 

CCLVI, etc.), while the y-axis describes the frequency of commits. This frequency is defined as 

the number of commits belonging to a specific interval. The individual bars represent this 

frequency for commits changing artifact-specific or variability information in code, build, or 

variability model artifacts. Due to the categories of changed lines (CCLAI, CCLVI, etc.) a 

commit may be counted multiple times. For example, a commit, which only changes five lines 

of the general program definition in code artifacts, belongs to interval I02 for category CCLAI 

but also to interval I01 for all other categories. 

Figure 14 shows, that the majority of commits do not introduce changes to build and variability 

model lines as well as to code lines containing variability information. Hence, about 82% 

(CCLVI) to 95% (CMLAI) of the commits belong to interval I01 for these categories (cf. Table 

9). However, for CCLVI, CBLAI, and CMLVI there exists a set of commits constituting around 

3-4% of all commits, which change 1-10 lines (interval I02), while only 0,8% and 0,9% of the 

commits belong to this interval for CBLVI and CMLAI respectively. These differences between 

those two groups of categories also apply to the remaining intervals I03 and following. In 

contrast, changes to code lines containing artifact-specific information (CCLAI) are introduced 

more frequently and affect a larger number of lines per commit. Here, only about 30% of all 
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Figure 14: Coreboot firmware frequency of line changes 
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commits do not change a single line, whereas 28% change 1-10 lines (interval I02) and 22% 

change 11-50 lines (interval I03). Further, even larger changes affecting up to multiple hundreds 

(intervals I05 to I09) or thousands (interval I10 to I12) of artifact-specific lines in code occur. 

Besides this significant difference, in particular, between CCLAI and CCLVI, there are minor 

differences between changes to lines containing artifact-specific and variability information in 

build as well as variability model artifacts. While for build artifacts more commits change a 

larger number of lines containing artifact-specific information (CBLAI) than variability 

information (CBLVI), for variability model artifacts more variability information lines (CMLVI) 

are changed than artifact-specific lines (CMLAI). 

For each of the categories exist a small number of commits, which introduce the highest number 

of changed lines. The commits do this exclusive for the respective category. Hence, there is no 

single commit, which introduces these large changes to more than one category. However, such 

commits represent outliers, which occur rather infrequently as Table 6 shows. 

In order to further investigate these findings on the frequency of line changes, Table 10 presents 

the sum of changed lines over all commits, the minimum and maximum number of changed 

lines by a single commit as well as the mean, median, and standard deviation for each category 

of changed artifact and information type. The first block (rows 2-7 in Table 10) shows these 

numbers as identified by the analysis. As there exists a large set of commits not changing a 

single line, Table 10 also includes revised numbers without such commits in the second block 

(rows 8-13 in Table 10). 

 

Interval 
CCLAI CCLVI CBLAI CBLVI CMLAI CMLVI 

# % # % # % # % # % # % 

I01 4.799 29,6 13.278 81,8 13.517 83,3 14.680 90,4 15.459 95,2 13.297 81,9 

I02 4.569 28,1 2.214 13,6 2.100 12,9 1.392 8,6 612 3,8 1.989 12,3 

I03 3.496 21,5 577 3,6 495 3,1 142 0,9 135 0,8 657 4,1 

I04 1.147 7,1 118 0,7 65 0,4 12 0,1 19 0,1 208 1,3 

I05 815 5,0 36 0,2 23 0,1 4 0,0 8 0,1 54 0,3 

I06 334 2,1 3 0,0 13 0,1 3 0,0 1 0,0 15 0,1 

I07 214 1,3 5 0,0 4 0,0 1 0,0 0 0,0 7 0,0 

I08 135 0,8 0 0,0 7 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 3 0,0 

I09 320 2,0 2 0,0 7 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 1 0,0 

I10 358 2,2 1 0,0 3 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 3 0,0 

I11 41 0,3 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I12 6 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I13 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

I14 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 0 0,0 

Table 9: Coreboot firmware frequency of line changes 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 

# = Absolute number of commits, % = Percentage of total number of commits 
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The basic numbers (first block) in Table 10 are in line with the results discussed so far: changes 

to code lines including artifact-specific information (CCLAI) are predominant, while changes to 

variability information in code artifacts (CCLVI) as well as changes to build and variability 

model artifacts are rather small as shown by the mean values. Further, the median values 

support the finding, that a significant number of commits do not change a single line: except for 

CCLAI, the median is 0 meaning that at least 50% of the commits introduce any changes to the 

other types of artifacts and information. The standard deviation indicates, however, that there 

exist some commits, which introduce comparably large changes. If we exclude the non-

affecting commits for each category (second block in Table 10), the mean and median values as 

well as the standard deviation increase for all categories. These revised numbers show that if 

changes to artifact and information types occur, they affect a quite reasonable amount of lines. 

4.2.5 Correlation of Commit Size and Line Changes 

In the previous section, we already discussed the effect commits have on the different artifacts 

in terms of the numbers of lines they change. As part of this discussion we identified smaller 

and larger numbers of line changes, but did not consider the size of the respective commits. 

Here, we explicitly relate the commit sizes to the number of changed lines containing artifact-

specific or variability information in code, build, or variability model artifacts. 

Figure 15 consists of six individual graphs in three rows and two columns. Each row contains 

the graphs for one of the artifact types (from top to bottom: code, build, and variability model 

artifacts). Each column in turn contains an individual graph for changed lines containing 

artifact-specific information and variability information (from left to right). The x-axis of each 

graph represent the size of the commits in terms of the sum of all lines changed by the 

individual commit, while the y-axis represents the number of lines of the respective changed 

artifact and information type. Both axes are presented in logarithmic scale to better visualize the 

relations between the respective numbers. Further, all graphs include the Spearman correlation-

value (r) and the significance-value (p). We use the Spearman correlation in these graphs as the 

values are not normally distributed (detected by an Anderson-Darling normality test). Please 

note that the significance-values (p) in Figure 9 seem to be absolutely 0. However, this is due to 

rounding the actual values, which are extremely small and, hence, automatically defined as 
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CCLAI 3.810.156 1 282.610 333,2 17 4574,9 

CCLVI 39.227 1 1.400 13,3 4 39,5 

CBLAI 40.737 1 1.626 15,0 3 64,7 

CBLVI 9.197 1 398 5,9 2 17,9 

CMLAI 7.907 1 226 10,2 4 18,7 

CMLVI 58.992 1 3.134 20,1 4 79,0 

Table 10: Coreboot firmware line changes 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 
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absolute 0 by the respective (external) function in the scripts8 producing the individual graphs 

and values. 

The individual graphs and correlation-values in Figure 15 show, that only changes to artifact-

specific information in code artifact have a strong positive relation to the sizes of commits (r = 

0,87 and p ≈ 0). Further, changes to variability information in code artifacts have a moderate 

relation to the size of the commits (r = 0,42 and p ≈ 0). The remaining types of artifacts and 

information only have a weak positive relation to commit sizes as their correlation values vary 

between 0,29 and 0,19 (each with a p-value of around 0). We therefore argue that except for 

artifact-specific changes to code artifacts there is no evidence that larger commits affect more 

artifact-specific or variability information in build or variability model artifacts. This is only 

true for artifact-specific information in code artifacts. 

                                                      
8
 We use the rcorr()-function of the Hmisc-package (Version 4.0-2) in R to calculate the correlation and 

significance values. 
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Figure 15: Coreboot firmware relation of commit size and line changes 
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4.2.6 Line Changes over Time 

The presentation of line changes over time reveals variations of the intensity of changes to the 

different types of artifacts and information over time. Figure 16 visualizes these variations by 

summarizing the changes for each combination of artifact and information type by year. 

The x-axis in Figure 16 represents the individual years ranging from 2010 to 2017. Please note 

that in 2010 the first analyzed commit was performed in March. In 2017 the analysis is 

incomplete as it was performed in March and, thus, does not include any newer commits. The y-

axis represents the number of elements, which are either the number of commits in a specific 

year (grey bars) or the number of lines these commits change (lines). This y-axis has a 

logarithmic scale to increase visibility of the lines visualizing changes to build and variability 

model artifacts. Without a logarithmic scale, those lines overlay and are not visible properly. 

This overlay occurs because of the large numbers of changes to artifact-specific information in 

code artifacts (blue solid line with empty blue circles). The disadvantage of the logarithmic 

scale is that the individual curves appear more smoothly than they actually are. In order to 

improve this situation, we also present the numbers used for this visualization in Table 11. 

A general observation of the evolution presented in Figure 16 is that there are only few 

transitions between the years, in which all numbers follow the same trend. For example, 

between 2013 and 2014 the number of commits increases, while in the same time the changes to 

all artifact and information types also increase. Such a common trend also appears between 

2015 and 2017. However, in most of these transitions at least one category of changes behaves 

differently. From 2010 to 2011 the number of commits as well as the number of changed 

variability model lines (artifact-specific and variability information), code, and build lines 

(variability information) decrease. At the same time, changes to code lines and build lines 

containing artifact-specific information increase. Further occurrences can be found between 

other years, like 2011 and 2012, 2012 and 2013, etc. 

The changes to code lines including artifact-specific information (CCLAI) occur significantly 

more often than any other type of changes, which corresponds to the other results of the 

Coreboot firmware evolution analysis presented in this report. The changes to variability 

information in this type of artifacts (CCLVI) increase or decrease contrary to CCLAI most of the 

times, which is, on the other hand, in line with the general observation above. Hence, the 

intensities of CCLAI and CCLVI differ between 54.662 lines in 2017 and 862.818 lines in 2011. 

Further, CCLVI constantly increase between 2011 and 2015, while CCLAI arbitrarily increase 

and decrease. This variation of CCLAI corresponds to the number of changed build lines 
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Figure 16: Coreboot firmware line changes over time 
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containing artifact-specific information (CBLAI), except for the transition between 2014 and 

2015. This is the only transition, in which CBLAI still increases, while CCLAI starts to decrease. 

An even stronger relation exists between changes to variability information in code (CCLVI) 

and variability model artifacts (CMLVI). These changes increase and decrease simultaneously 

over the entire time. 

Changes to build lines also apply more to artifact-specific information (CBLAI) than to 

variability information (CBLVI). The intensities of CBLAI and CBLVI differ between 699 lines 

in 2017 and 8.014 lines in 2015. From 2010 to 2013 both categories of changes evolve 

differently as in case CBLAI increase, CBLVI decrease and vice-versa. Since 2013 both 

categories evolve in the same way and in accordance to the model changes (CMLAI and 

CMLVI) as well as the number of changed code lines containing variability information 

(CCLVI). However, with respect to the absolute numbers of changes, CBLAI varies, such that it 

represents the second largest category of changes in 2011, fewer changes than CCLVI and 

CMLVI in 2012 and 2013, or somewhere between those categories (2014 and following). In a 

similar way the number of changes to build lines containing variability information (CBLVI) 

and variability model lines containing artifact-specific information (CMLAI) vary. 

The changes to variability model lines containing artifact-specific information (CMLAI) as well 

as those lines containing variability information (CMLVI) simultaneously increase and decrease 

over the entire time, except for the transition between 2012 and 2013. In 2010 and since 2013 

CMLVI constantly constitutes the second largest category of changes, while CMLAI represents 

the smallest category of changes in most of the years. The differences in the intensity of CMLAI 

and CMLVI range from 1.076 lines in 2017 to 12.630 lines in 2015. 

Year Commits CCLAI CCLVI CBLAI CBLVI CMLAI CMLVI 

2010 1.049 289.423 6.202 3.349 805 580 10.307 

2011 797 865.614 2.796 4.475 577 188 3.781 

2012 1.283 496.928 5.642 3.704 693 956 5.033 

2013 1.968 473.194 5.664 2.427 725 755 6.006 

2014 2.588 695.256 6.631 7.853 2.172 1.187 8.950 

2015 4.094 616.998 8.160 10.613 2.599 2.586 15.216 

2016 3.844 317.577 3.628 7.467 1.476 1.335 8.303 

2017 611 55.166 504 849 150 320 1.396 

Table 11: Coreboot firmware numbers on line changes over time 

Legend 

CCLAI = Changed Code Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CCLVI = Changed Code Lines containing Variability Information 

CBLAI = Changed Build Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CBLVI = Changed Build Lines containing Variability Information 

CMLAI = Changed Model Lines containing Artifact-specific Information 

CMLVI = Changed Model Lines containing Variability Information 
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5 Discussion 

In this section we generalize the individual results of the two case studies presented in Section 4 

and discuss them in relation to the research questions, which we raised in Section 1. Thus, we 

structure this section in accordance to these questions. 

RQ1: What is the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts? 

The analyzed SPLs provide more than 5.000 (Coreboot firmware) and 17.000 (Linux kernel) 

configuration options in total with the latest commits considered in this report (cf. Section 

2.2.2)9. Further, our analysis covers 16.263 (Coreboot firmware) and 662.110 (Linux kernel) 

commits. Based on these numbers, a reasonable assumption is that changes often apply to these 

configuration options and the variability information in related code and build artifacts. 

However, the majority of changes affect the general program definitions (artifact-specific 

information) in code artifacts. We identified about 70-87% of all commits (cf. Sections 4.1.2 

and 4.2.2), which in total apply 96-98% of changes to lines containing this type of code 

information (cf. Sections 4.1.3 and 4.2.3). The frequency, in which these changes occur, is 

significantly higher than changes affecting any other types of information or artifacts, while 

most of these changes only affect 1-10 lines containing artifact-specific code information (cf. 

Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.4). Hence, the changes to the largest group of information and artifact 

types are rather small and frequent. 

In contrast, only 7-18% of the commits contain changes to variability information in code 

artifacts, which in total make up 0,8-1,0% of all changed lines. While this combination of 

information and artifact types constitutes the second largest category of changes, it is not 

fundamentally different from changes to artifact-specific information in build artifacts and 

variability information in variability model artifacts. Variability changes in build artifacts are 

the third largest category of changes (3-10% or all commits), but are sometimes slightly more 

intense than artifact-specific changes to this type of artifact (cf. Section 4.1.2). Finally, changes 

to artifact-specific information in variability model artifacts represent the minority of changes 3-

5% of all commits). 

The above combinations of information and artifact types have in common, that the majority of 

commits do not change a single line (82-97%), which reveals another significant difference to 

the intensity of artifact-specific code changes (cf. Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.4). If changes are 

introduced, they mostly affect 1-10 lines of the respective information, which happens in 2-14% 

of all commits. Larger changes are even less frequent (0,1-4% of all commits). Hence, the 

changes to artifact-specific information in build and variability model artifacts as well as 

variability information in all three types of artifacts are rather small and infrequent. 

RQ2: Is the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in different 

types of artifacts the same for different systems? 

The ranges of the percentages defining the intensity of changes above show that there is no 

fundamental difference in the intensity across the two SPLs we used as case studies in this 

report. While the respective numbers are different, the general findings are not. In particular, the 

changes over time, which are significantly different (cf. Sections 4.1.6 and 4.2.6), do not 

influence these results. Hence, in both SPLs the majority of changes apply to artifact-specific 

information in code artifacts: 70-87% of all commits and 96-98% of all line changes. Other 

combinations of information and artifact types are changed comparably less (18% of all 

commits and 1,5% of all changed lines or less). However, two minor differences between the 

intensity of changes in the SPLs exist: 

 In the Coreboot firmware the total number of commits changing artifact-specific 

information in build artifacts is higher than the number of commits changing variability 

                                                      
9
  We counted the configuration options by executing the following bash command at the root directory of 

each local SPL repository: grep -R --include=“Kconfig*“ “^config[[:space:]]*” | wc -l 
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information in these artifacts, which is contrary to the Linux kernel commits (cf. 

Sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2). Indeed, this does not change the impact on changed lines as in 

both SPLs the total number of changed lines containing artifact-specific information is 

higher than changed lines containing variability information (cf. Sections 4.1.3 and 

4.2.3). 

 In the Coreboot firmware we identified more commits, which do not change lines 

containing artifact-specific information in code artifacts, than those commits, which 

change one or more of these lines. In the Linux kernel, however, commits not affecting 

artifact-specific information in code artifacts are the smallest category of commits (cf. 

Sections 4.1.4 and 4.2.4). 

RQ3: Does the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts change with the size of a change? 

In order to answer this question, we explicitly calculated the correlation between the total 

number of changed lines and the number of changed lines affecting a specific combination of 

information and artifact types introduced by the commits (cf. Sections 4.1.5 and 4.2.5). The 

results of this calculation show that only for changed code lines containing artifact-specific 

information a very strong relationship to the size of a commit exists. All other correlations only 

reveal a moderate, weak, or even very weak relationship. Hence, there is no general relation 

between the intensity of changes and the size of a commit, except for changes to artifact-

specific information in code artifacts. 

RQ4: Does the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in 

different types of artifacts change over time? 

In general, the intensity of changes to artifact-specific and variability information in code, build, 

and variability model artifacts changes over time (cf. Sections 4.1.6 and 4.2.6). In particular, we 

identified partial trends in the changes of intensity. For example, in some points in time the 

intensity of changes to all types of artifacts and information increases or decreases 

simultaneously. These common trends further exist between the intensity of changes to artifact-

specific and variability information for a certain type of artifact. On the other hand, there are 

situations, in which the intensity of changes to one type of artifact increases, while the intensity 

of changes to another type of artifact decreases. In particular, such contrary changes over time 

exist between the intensity of changes to the different types of information for the same artifact 

type. 
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6 Threats to Validity 

The following discussion on threats to validity concerning the results of this report is based on 

the classification scheme defined by Wohlin et al. [WRH+00]. This scheme introduces 

conclusion, internal, construct, and external validity, which we use to structure this section. 

A potential threat to conclusion validity is the risk of selecting an inadequate approach for the 

calculation of the correlations of commit sizes and line changes presented in Sections 4.1.5 and 

4.2.5. For example, the Pearson-correlation requires normal distribution of variables. As we 

pointed out by applying the Anderson-Darling normality test, commit size and line changes are 

not normally distributed. Thus, we used the Spearman-correlation to ensure valid correlation 

coefficients. 

The time spans selected for both SPLs in this analysis are a threat to internal validity. For the 

Linux kernel as well as the Coreboot firmware we only analyzed the data provided by the 

respective git repositories. However, this data does not cover the entire lifetime of the SPLs and, 

in particular, the beginning of the development before the git repositories were used. As this 

analysis is based on commits, we are technically not able to analysis data prior to the git 

repositories. Further, technical restrictions in detecting changes to build and variability model 

artifacts realized by techniques others than Kbuild and Kconfig lead to a reduction of the 

Coreboot firmware commits (cf. Section 2.2.2). An extension of our analysis to this missing 

data and the data prior to the git repositories may change our results, in particular, as we assume 

different intensities of changes in the early development phases of a SPL. On the other hand, the 

presented results are valid for the more stable phases after setting up the SPLs. 

Two threats to construct validity arise related to the identification and categorization of changes. 

On the artifact-level, we defined a mapping between file types available in the SPLs and the 

general types of artifacts in the focus of our analysis (cf. Section 2.2.2). We established this 

mapping in accordance to mappings used in related literature [PTD+16, TDS+14, NH11]. 

However, we missed some file types in that mapping, like those used in [DDP16]. In that paper, 

the authors also include Platform-files as build artifacts as they also contain rules for building a 

specific Linux kernel variant (GNU Make commands and references to CONFIG_* 

configuration options). Further, the authors state that *.dts- and *.dtb-files also contain C code 

and configuration option references and, hence, should be treated as code artifacts. On the other 

hand, the latest version of the Linux kernel considered in this report only contains 1.282 *.dts-

files, no *.dtb-files, and 35 Platform-files. As these numbers are relatively small with respect to 

the 44.421 source code files and the 2.554 build files in the latest Linux kernel version, we 

argue that including these file types will not fundamentally change our results. 

The second threat to construct validity concerns the patterns we used to identify changed lines 

as containing variability information or artifact-specific information. In order to guarantee that 

these patterns are sufficient for our analysis, we tested the respective implementations. These 

tests comprise three artificial commits (one for each artifact type), which we defined manually 

for initial testing, and 20 randomly picked commits from each the Linux kernel and the 

Coreboot firmware history. Further, we added another 24 commits from the analyzed SPLs, 

which include changes we explicitly searched for to ensure that the analysis detects them 

correctly. We manually counted all changed lines of the overall 67 commits, categorized them 

into variability and artifact-specific changes in code, build, and variability model artifacts, and 

defined these numbers as part of automatic test cases the entire tool passes successfully. 

However, as the sample commit size is quite small, there is a risk of false-positive or missing 

detections by these patterns. 

The selection of the Linux kernel and the Coreboot firmware as case studies and the according 

design of the analyses threaten external validity. Both SPLs use annotative variability 

realization techniques in code and build artifacts and the Kconfig language to define the 

variability model. Hence, we cannot generalize the results to other SPLs, in particular, those 

using compositional variability realization techniques or other approaches to model variability. 

Even within the scope of this report we cannot guarantee that the results for other SPLs using 
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the same techniques, like BusyBox [bus17] or Toybox [toy17], are similar. In order to enable 

such general conclusions we need to analyze more SPLs using the same techniques as well as 

SPLs using other techniques. 
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7 Related Work 

In this technical report, we analyze the co-evolution of artifact-specific and variability 

information in code, build, and variability model artifacts of two mature, open-source SPLs. In 

particular, we investigate the intensity of changes introduced to these information and artifact 

types using a tool-set for extracting and analyzing the commits of the SPL’s version control 

systems. Hence, we discuss related work, which also focuses on understanding the evolution of 

SPLs as well as extracting and analyzing evolution data from SPL repositories.  

Passos et al. extract in [PCW12] four evolution patterns from three release pairs of the Linux 

kernel to explain the variability co-evolution in code, build, and variability model artifacts. The 

authors further refine and extend this initial pattern catalog over time [PGT+13, PTD+16] based 

on larger samples of the Linux kernel history (the commit-sequences involve 508 commits in 

[PGT+13] and 657 commits in [PTD+16]). Their core contribution is to provide a better 

understanding of how SPLs evolve, which is in line with our contribution in this report. 

However, their focus is on detecting the addition or removal of a feature in the variability model 

first and then tracking changes to related build process and implementation artifacts in previous 

or subsequent commits. In contrast, our analysis is neither limited to variability co-evolution, 

nor to the notion of features and their addition or removal. We focus on the evolution of SPLs at 

large based on the more abstract notion of variability and artifact-specific information. In 

particular, we are interested in the intensity of changes to these types of information and their 

distribution across different types of artifacts. 

Neves et al. provide in [NBA+15] a set of safe evolution templates based on a pair-wise commit 

analysis of two SPLs. That paper is an extension of their previous work on such templates 

[NTS+11] and provides a basis for additional partial refinement templates presented in 

[SBT16]. In [NBA+15], the authors first examine commit-pairs (two consecutive commits) to 

identify evolution scenarios that are supposed to be safe according to the product line 

refinement notion defined in [BTG12]. For each of these scenarios, the authors manually inspect 

the changes to the variability model, the implementation, and the mapping between the features 

of the model and their implementation artifacts to check their correctness. Based on these 

inspections, the authors derive their safe evolution templates. The analysis in this report does 

not aim at the derivation of any (safe) evolution templates or scenarios and, thus, does not check 

particular changes to potentially different types of artifacts for correctness. Further, we do not 

rely on a specific approach to SPL evolution, like the product line refinement theory. 

Zhang et al. analyze in [ZBP+13] 31 versions of an industrial product line to derive a set of 

metrics for detecting variability erosion in code artifacts. Hellebrand et al. extend this work in 

[HSB+14] towards six metrics for detecting variability erosion based on monitoring the co-

evolution of the variability model and code artifacts over eleven versions of the same industrial 

SPL. Both approaches rely on investigating entire versions, which typically include multiple 

changes introduced by a set of commits. Hence, their approaches are more coarse-grained than 

our commit-based analysis. Further, the authors do not consider build artifacts (or even the 

variability model in [ZBP+13]) as another source of variability information. The proposed 

metrics aim at sustaining productivity in SPL, while we are interested in supporting the general 

understanding of SPL evolution. 

Lotufo et al. analyze exclusively the evolution of the Linux kernel variability model over 21 

minor releases to identify operations on and refactorings to feature models as well as difficulties 

for humans to reason about model constraints [LSB+10]. Besides the exclusive focus on 

variability model evolution, the major difference to our work is that the authors interpret the 

changes introduced between the releases to come up with a set of typical operations. In contrast, 

we only detect changes to artifacts for counting the overall numbers of changed lines. We do not 

generalize these changes towards a set of typical change operations in practice. 

Holdschick presents a collection of change cases from the automotive domain in [Hol12]. As 

the SPL is realized using a model-driven approach, he focuses on the co-evolution of a 

functional model representing the components and their relations and a variant model, which 
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consists of a feature model and the corresponding mapping between the features and their 

implementations. The derived change cases are based on personal practical experience, which is 

different from our approach as we analyze changes introduced by other developers. 

Another work by Passos et al. analyzes the characteristics of features scattered across different 

locations over 38 releases of the Linux kernel [PPB+15]. For example, the authors show the 

median scattering degree of device-driver features as well as their distribution by their 

appearance in the variability model, build, and code artifacts over time. Chaikalis et al. also 

investigate the effect of evolution on feature scattering but only consider code artifacts in four 

open-source Java systems [CCE15]. We provide these statistical values (median, mean, etc.) for 

the changes to variability and artifact-specific information across different types of artifacts 

based on a commit-wise analysis of the Linux kernel and Coreboot firmware history. Further, 

we do not investigate the locations of these changes in the file systems. 

Adams et al. investigate in [ASTM07] the evolution of the Linux kernel build system to detect 

idioms and patterns in the dynamic build behavior. In contrast to other analyses, the authors use 

14 early versions of Linux (from version 0.01 in 1991 to version 2.6.21.5 in 2007) for their 

investigations. Besides their exclusive focus on the build system artifacts, the authors present 

the evolution of code, build, variability model, and other artifacts (summarizing all artifacts not 

belonging to one of the categories before) in terms of the number of source lines of code. This 

complements our results as our analysis starts with the first Linux kernel commit of the git 

version control system in 2005, which is version 2.6.12-rc2. However, the authors do not 

present their numbers in terms of changed lines but as the total number of available lines for 

each artifact type per version.  

Godfrey et al. examine in [GT00] growth patterns of individual subsystems and the overall 

Linux kernel to gain an understanding of how and why the system as a whole evolves. The 

authors therefore analyze 96 kernel versions including 34 stable releases and 62 development 

releases. Besides system growth, Israeli et al. measure in [IF10] the complexity per function and 

their distribution. The respective metrics are applied to 800 versions of the Linux kernel to 

observe effects like the reduction of complexity of the initial version code. While we also aim at 

understanding the Linux kernel evolution (in terms of the numbers of changed lines in different 

artifacts and their content), our analysis does not cover the growth of the system or complexity 

and its distribution over time. Further, we do not analyze different versions but consider any 

commits available in the main Linux repository. 

Svahnberg et al. evaluate in [SB99] different releases of two industrial case studies and provide 

a set of evolution categories for requirements, the software architecture and components along 

with supporting guidelines. On the one hand we do not consider changes to artifacts like 

requirements or other documents. On the other hand we focus on changed lines rather than on 

the entire architecture or components. 

Dintzner et al. present the Feature EVolution ExtractoR (FEVER) tool for the automatic 

extraction of feature changes from commits [DDP16]. Based on their FMDiff tool [DDP17] for 

obtaining fine-grained feature model changes and a co-evolution change meta-model, FEVER 

provides detailed information about the evolution of individual features over a specific timeline 

defined as a set of commits. This information includes any edits to the variability model, the 

implementation, or build artifacts that affect the respective feature along with the corresponding 

commit information, like the commit messages or authors. The resulting timelines allow 

determining how and where the evolution of a specific feature takes place. The information 

provided by FEVER is significantly more detailed than those of our analysis and also enables 

the derivation of statistics on SPL evolution. However, the approach is again based on the 

feature perspective neglecting changes to non-variability information. Thus, it is not possible to 

contrast the evolution of variability information to the evolution of artifact-specific information 

hiding a fundamental aspect of SPL evolution in general. 
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8 Conclusion 

This technical report aims at supporting the general understanding of Software Product Line 

(SPL) evolution by providing the results of an artifact-based analysis of the commit histories of 

two mature open-source SPLs: the Linux kernel and the Coreboot firmware. We therefore 

introduced our notion of artifact-specific information (general program definitions, build 

process definitions, etc.) and variability information (configuration knowledge) to differentiate 

between those fundamental information types in code, build, and variability model artifacts. 

Based on this notion, we presented a tool-set for the automated extraction and analysis of 

commits from git version control systems and their inherent changes to the different artifact and 

information types. The application of this tool-set to the Linux kernel and the Coreboot 

firmware repositories revealed their evolution data spanning more than 12 years of active 

development of the Linux kernel and 7 years of Coreboot. In particular, we analyzed 662.110 

(Linux kernel) and 16.234 (Coreboot firmware) commits representing the most comprehensive 

commit-analysis available so far. 

The results of the analysis show that the majority of changes affect artifact-specific information 

in code artifacts. These changes to general program definitions, however, are rather small but 

frequent. On the other hand, changes to variability information in these artifacts as well as 

artifact-specific and variability information in build and variability model artifacts are small and 

infrequent. These findings are common to both SPLs. Further, we could not detect a general 

relation between the intensity of changes and the size of a commit for all combinations of 

information and artifact types. Only changes to artifact-specific information in code artifacts 

have a strong positive relation to the size of a commit. Finally, the intensity of changes to 

artifact-specific and variability information in code, build, and variability model artifacts varies 

over time. 
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